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Abstract
Sorting very large datasets is a key subroutine in almost any application that is
built on top of a large database. Two ways to sort out-of-core data dominate the
literature: merging-based algorithms and partitioning-based algorithms. Within
these two paradigms, all the programs that sort out-of-core data on a cluster rely
on assumptions about the input distribution.
We propose a third way of out-of-core sorting: oblivious algorithms. In all, we
have developed six programs that sort out-of-core data on a cluster. The first three
programs, based completely on Leighton’s columnsort algorithm, have a restriction
on the maximum problem size that they can sort. The other three programs relax
this restriction; two are based on our original algorithmic extensions to columnsort.
We present experimental results to show that our algorithms perform well. To the
best of our knowledge, the programs presented in this thesis are the first to sort
out-of-core data on a cluster without making any simplifying assumptions about
the distribution of the data to be sorted.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
We explore the use of oblivious sorting algorithms to sort out-of-core data on
distributed-memory clusters. This chapter discusses our motivation for using oblivious algorithms, touches on some related work, and summarizes the contributions.
Out-of-core sorting refers to the problem of sorting when the amount of data
exceeds the capacity of main memory. Such out-of-core data then typically resides
on one or more disks. As a result, the time required to transfer data between memory and disks (relative to the cost of computation) can be a major performance
bottleneck. For large-scale applications, therefore, it is essential to design and engineer algorithms that minimize both CPU times and disk-I/O times [Vit91]. Furthermore, in a multiprocessor environment, the algorithms also need to minimize
communication time.
Sorting very large datasets is a key subroutine in almost any application that
is built on top of a large database [SGV03]. Geographical information systems,
seismic modeling, and web-search engines are a few example applications that
store, sort, and search through enormous amounts of data. The study of out-of-core
1
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sorting goes at least as far back as 1956 [Fri56]. In addition to being a database
operation in its own right, sorting is a key subroutine in several other database
operations [Ull99a, Ull99b]. We describe some of these operations in Section 1.4.
Our goal is to design robust out-of-core sorting algorithms for a distributedmemory cluster and to develop their implementations using off-the-shelf software for both I/O and communication.

Because distributed-memory clusters

[ACPtNt95, BBH99, BG02] offer a good price-performance ratio, they have become a popular platform for high-performance computing.
Two ways to sort out-of-core data dominate the literature: merging-based algorithms and partitioning-based algorithms. An algorithm belonging to either of
these paradigms has the property that, when adapted to the out-of-core setting of
a distributed-memory cluster, the resulting I/O and communication patterns vary
depending on the data to be sorted. In other words, the I/O and communication
patterns are not known in advance. Because the patterns are not known in advance,
it becomes difficult for the programmer to plan an efficient implementation; much
of the programming effort is spent in handling data that might lead to “bad” I/O
and communication patterns. In fact, except for the work presented, all the programs that sort out-of-core data on a cluster make simplifying assumptions about
the data, thereby avoiding the issue of data instances that might lead to bad I/O and
communication patterns.1
We propose a third way of out-of-core sorting: oblivious algorithms. 2 As discussed later in this chapter, the paradigm of oblivious algorithms offers some distinct advantages over the existing paradigms. Not surprisingly, it has some down1 All of these programs are partitioning-based.
2 Knuth discusses oblivious algorithms as sorting networks in Chapter 5 of [Knu98].
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sides as well. Here, we document and analyze several sorting programs that we
have developed using this third paradigm. In all, we have developed six programs
that sort out-of-core data on a cluster. Three of them are based completely on
columnsort [Lei85]; they differ in their adaptation to the out-of-core setting. The
first three programs have a restriction on the maximum problem-size that they can
sort. The other three programs relax this restriction; two are based on our original
algorithmic extensions to columnsort. To the best of our knowledge, the programs
presented here are the first to sort out-of-core data on a cluster without making
any simplifying assumptions about the distribution of the data to be sorted. We do
assume that all records are the same size and that the time to compare two records
depends only on the record size.

1.1 Why oblivious algorithms?
It is a significant task to implement a fast out-of-core sorting algorithm for a cluster.
Overlapping I/O, communication, and computation often forms the bulk of the
complexity of this task. We believe that oblivious algorithms, as compared with
both merging-based and distribution-based algorithms, are much more amenable
to implementations that allow efficient overlapping.
Any out-of-core application on a cluster of machines typically has three significant costs: I/O, communication, and computation. For good performance, it is not
enough to keep each of these individual costs low. For example, it is possible for
an implementation A to take a + b + c units of time to complete, where a is the
optimum I/O time, b is the optimum communication time, and c is the optimum
computation time. If there were no interdependence among the three operations,
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then A could overlap the three operations, since they use three different resources:
disk, network, and the CPU. Achieving maximum overlap would allow A to complete in max(a, b, c) units of time. Of course, there is always a significant amount
of interdependence among I/O, communication, and computation, making it very
difficult to achieve maximum overlap. 3
The amount of overlap actually achieved in an out-of-core sorting program
depends on two factors: the opportunity for overlap in the underlying algorithm,
and the software used to achieve this overlap. For a given algorithm, it is really
an implementation issue whether the program can actually achieve the maximum
overlap, but choosing an algorithm that has ample opportunity for overlap is a
design issue.
The input to an out-of-core sorting algorithm is a file of records, where each
record contains a key according to which the records are to be sorted. An algorithm
whose I/O and communication patterns depend on the input key distribution makes
the task of overlapping difficult. Such an algorithm has the additional challenge of
beating bad key distributions. When the I/O and communication patterns depend
on the input, it is hard to predict (at coding time) the best way to overlap I/O, communication, and computation. Not surprisingly, the three existing implementations
of out-of-core sorting for a cluster—all distribution-based—lack the robustness that
any practical algorithm must have. These implementations assume that the keys are
uniformly distributed. To quote the authors of NOW-Sort [ADADC + 97]:
In this study, we make a number of simplifying assumptions about the
distribution of key values . . . Clearly, implementations used for sorting
3 When we say maximum overlap, we mean as much overlap as possible, for a given algorithm on
a given input.
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datasets in the real world would need to be more robust.
An oblivious sorting algorithm is a comparison-based sorting algorithm in
which the sequence of comparisons is predetermined [Lei92]. In other words, the
result of a comparison has no effect on the indices of elements compared later
on. Knuth [Knu98, pp. 220–221] uses the term homogeneous for such comparison
sequences. When adapted to an out-of-core setting, the I/O and communication
patterns of such an algorithm should be independent of the input keys. As mentioned in Section 5.3.4 of [Knu98], for large problem sizes, an oblivious algorithm
may have to do asymptotically more comparisons than a non-oblivious algorithm.
Our algorithms, however, are only partially oblivious; the in-core sorting components of our implementations are not oblivious. 4 Restricting the non-obliviousness
to the in-core computation parts allows our algorithms to have predetermined I/O
and computation patterns, yet to perform fewer comparisons than a fully oblivious
algorithm.

1.2 Related work: The first two ways
As one would expect for a fundamental problem like sorting, the research community has investigated it extensively. Several thorough papers catalog out-ofcore algorithms [Arg97, ATV01, CFM + 98, CGG+ 95, GTVV93, Vit01]. This section summarizes previous work in developing out-of-core sorting algorithms under
both the merging-based and the partitioning-based paradigms. Chapter 8 presents
a more detailed discussion.
4 In an oblivious algorithm, any oblivious subroutine a can be replaced by a non-oblivious sub-

routine b, as long as b produces the same output as a.
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1.2.1 Merging-based algorithms
Merging-based algorithms are out-of-core versions of the more familiar in-core
merge sort. There are two main challenges in designing a merging-based, out-ofcore, sorting algorithm for a distributed-memory cluster. The primary challenge is
to ensure good data locality when the sorted runs are merged. Even on a uniprocessor system, the sequence of disk reads and writes performed during merging depends on the input keys. The second challenge is to parallelize the merging of data
in a distributed memory; we know of no efficient algorithm that does so. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the known implementations [BV02, DS03, Pea99, RJ00]
of merging-based algorithms run only on a single processor. Iyer and Dias [ID90]
present experimental data showing that, even on tightly-coupled processors, data
skew can seriously affect the performance of external merge sort.

1.2.2 Partitioning-based algorithms
The paradigm of partitioning-based algorithms is based upon adapting the sequential quicksort algorithm to an out-of-core setting. When designing a partitioningbased, out-of-core, sorting algorithm, the challenge is to ensure that the amount
of data in each partition is approximately equal. An uneven partitioning requires
load balancing, which in turn requires additional communication and possibly additional I/O. It is difficult to find the exact partitioning elements (leading to a
perfectly load-balanced partition) in an I/O-efficient way [Vit01].
Even when the partitions are approximately equal in size, the I/O and communication patterns are highly dependent on the keys. Suppose that there are P processors and that each has an internal memory that can hold M/P records, where
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M is the size of the memory, in records, of the entire system. Since the data is outof-core, the distribution step proceeds in a number of rounds, where each round
distributes one memoryload (i.e., M records, with M/P records per processor). In
the memoryload of a given round, it is impossible to know in advance the number
of records that belong to the partition of any given processor. Let S i be the number
of records that belong to the partition mapped to processor i. For any i , the value of
Si affects both the memory usage and the communication pattern, since processor
i needs to receive its partition and it needs to have enough local memory to store
it. Also, Si affects the I/O pattern, since processor i needs to write out S i records
back to disk.
The dependence of I/O and communication patterns is undesirable for two reasons. First, it makes it difficult for the programmer to plan the best way to overlap
I/O, communication, and computation. Second, if S i  M/P for some i, communication and I/O become highly unbalanced.
The literature describes several partitioning-based algorithms. Some of them
are deterministic [AV88, BHJ96, HJB98, NV93], and others are randomized
[DNS91, HBJ98, HJ97, VS94]. In any case, an out-of-core sorting algorithm using
these methods must have a provision for recovering from a bad partition. To date,
we do not know of any out-of-core sorting implementation for clusters that uses
any of these methods.

1.3 The third way: Contributions
In marked contrast to the two dominant paradigms of merging and partitioning,
both of which have unpredictable I/O and communication patterns, we offer the
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third paradigm of oblivious algorithms. With this paradigm, we have achieved our
goal: robust5 out-of-core sorting on a distributed-memory cluster using off-theshelf software. An oblivious algorithm in an out-of-core setting leads to predetermined I/O and communication patterns, allowing excellent opportunity for both
planning and achieving good overlap among I/O, communication, and computation. We have begun to explore this third paradigm by designing and implementing
several algorithms that sort out-of-core data on clusters. Figure 1.1 summarizes
the chronology of our six implementations. The following list summarizes the key
contributions of our work:
• As a first step, we have designed and implemented three out-of-core sorting
programs [CC02, CCW01] for distributed-memory clusters: non-threaded 4pass columnsort, 4-pass columnsort, and 3-pass columnsort. Each of these
three programs is based on Leighton’s columnsort [Lei85], an oblivious
sorting algorithm. Non-threaded 4-pass columnsort, our first implementation, is discussed in detail in [CCW01], where we compare it with NOWSort [ADADC+ 97]. The 4-pass columnsort implementation is a threaded
version of non-threaded 4-pass columnsort. The 3-pass columnsort implementation improves 4-pass columnsort by reducing the number of passes.
Each pass consists of reading each record once from disk, working on it
in memory, and writing it back to disk. Chapter 3 discusses these implementations in detail. In the rest of the thesis, we use the term preliminary
implementations to refer to these first three implementations.
5 By a robust algorithm, we mean an algorithm that is robust against bad key distributions.

PSfrag replacements
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Non-threaded
4-pass
columnsort

4-pass
columnsort

3-pass
columnsort
Subblock
columnsort

Slabpose
columnsort
M-columnsort

Figure 1.1: Our six out-of-core sorting programs. An arrow from Program A to Program
B implies that Program B was developed as an extension or modification of Program A.
Except for non-threaded 4-pass columnsort, all the programs use threads to achieve asynchrony.

Over the course of last few years, we have conducted several experiments of
our programs. We present four sets of results, from experiments on four different
platforms. We shall refer to these platforms as Sun-A, Sun-B, Borg, and Jefferson. 6
On Sun-A and Sun-B, we found non-threaded 4-pass columnsort to be competitive with NOW-Sort [CCW01]. Also, as discussed in [CC02] 4-pass columnsort
reduces the running time to approximately half of the non-threaded version. The
reduction of the number of passes down to three in 3-pass columnsort showed mod6 The platforms Sun-A and Sun-B were at the Sun Microsystems office in Burlington, Massachusetts. Borg and Jefferson are two Beowulf clusters that belong to ISTS (Institute for Security
Technology Studies) and the Computer Science Department at Dartmouth, respectively.
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est performance gains (5–9%) on Sun-A and Sun-B. On jefferson, however, 3-pass
columnsort is about 25% faster than the 4-pass version. As we shall discuss later,
this difference is a result of Jefferson being more IO-bound as compared to the two
Sun clusters.
Although our preliminary implementations are robust, they suffer from a restriction on the maximum problem size that they can sort. Columnsort is an 8-step
algorithm that sorts N records arranged as an r × s mesh, where N = r s, subject
to the following two restrictions:
1. The divisibility restriction: s divides r.
2. The height restriction: r ≥ 2s 2 .
In our adaptations of columnsort to an out-of-core setting, we set r to be M/P,
where M is the overall memory size, in records, over the entire cluster, and P is the
number of processors in the cluster. Therefore, M/P is the number of records that
a single processor can hold in its memory. We refer to this setting of r, the height
of the mesh, to M/P as the height interpretation. Together, the height restriction
and the height interpretation lead to the following problem-size restriction, which
limits the maximum number of records N that we can sort:

N≤

(M/P)3/2
.
√
2

(1.1)

The height restriction is an algorithmic issue, i.e., it is a part of the underlying
algorithm. The height interpretation, on the other hand, is an implementation issue. We have attempted to relax the problem-size restriction by attacking both the
height restriction and the height interpretation, employing algorithmic and practi-
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cal means respectively. The next four items in the list of contributions summarize
the results of these efforts.
• We show that the divisibility restriction is unnecessary.
• We present subblock columnsort, an oblivious algorithm that relaxes the
√
height restriction by a factor of s/2, to r ≥ 4s 3/2 , by adding two steps
to columnsort. With a height interpretation of r = M/P, we get a problemsize restriction of
N≤

(M/P)5/3
.
42/3

(1.2)

This improvement in problem size can be quite substantial in an out-of-core
setting. For most current systems (M/P ≥ 2 12 records), this change enables
us to more than double the largest problem size. The two additional steps of
subblock columnsort add an extra pass to the three passes of 3-pass columnsort.7 Since we tested subblock columnsort only on Borg and Jefferson (both
IO-bound), it did not come as a surprise that subblock columnsort, with its
4 passes, runs almost as fast as 4-pass columnsort. In other words, subblock
columnsort is about 33% slower compared to 3-pass columnsort.
• M-columnsort changes the height interpretation from r = M/P to r = M,
thus leading to the improved problem-size restriction

N≤

M 3/2
.
2

(1.3)

On a cluster with 16 processors, with M/P = 2 19 records, this change al7 Since 3-pass columnsort is the fastest of the preliminary implementations, we use it as a baseline

for all subsequent programs.
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lows us to sort up to one terabyte of data, assuming a record size of 64
bytes. Although M-columnsort adds no extra passes, it does incur substantial amounts of communication and additional computation when compared
to 3-pass columnsort. On both Borg and Jefferson, M-columnsort performed
slower than 3-pass columnsort due to its increased computation and communication. On Borg, M-columnsort runs faster than subblock columnsort in
all cases. On Jefferson, on the other hand, M-columnsort is much slower
than subblock columnsort, since Jefferson is not quite as IO-bound as Borg
is.
• Finally, we present slabpose columnsort, a new, oblivious 10-step algorithm
that relaxes the problem-size restriction without adding any communication
or I/O costs to 3-pass columnsort. Slabpose columnsort relaxes the height
restriction to r ≥ (2s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se + 1), where k < s. In our implementation,
we set k = P. With a height interpretation of r = M/P, we get a problemsize restriction of
√


 (M/P)3/2 · P
2
N≤
2

 (M/P)
4P

if s/P ≥ P,
if s/P < P .

Chapter 5 discusses the implications of this problem-size restriction in detail.
In most cases, it is an improvement over the original problem-size restriction.
Experimental results on Jefferson show that, as expected, the relaxed
problem-size restriction of slabpose columnsort comes at almost no loss in
performance: slabpose columnsort runs almost as fast as 3-pass columnsort.
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[SOHL+ 98, GHLL+ 98] for communication and UNIX file system calls for
I/O.
• There are no assumptions required about the keys. In fact, the I/O and communication patterns are oblivious to the keys in each of our programs. To the
best of our knowledge, our implementations are the first to sort out-of-core
data on a distributed-memory cluster without making any assumptions about
the input keys.
• We parallelize all disk I/O operations across all the disks in the cluster. That
is, we have engineered our implementation to make sure that all reads and
writes are evenly distributed across the nodes in the cluster. Furthermore, the
reads and writes at a given node are evenly distributed across all the disks
owned by that node.
• The output appears in the standard striped ordering used by the Parallel Disk
Model (PDM) [VS94]; Appendix A.1 describes a variation of the PDM that
we use. PDM ordering balances the load for any consecutive set of records
across processors and disks as evenly as possible. A further advantage to
producing sorted output in PDM ordering is that our algorithm can be used
as a subroutine in other PDM algorithms. (See [Vit01] for a compendium of
PDM algorithms.) To the best of our knowledge, our programs are the first
multiprocessor sorting algorithms whose output is in striped PDM order.
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1.4 Some applications of out-of-core sorting
We first describe some applications that handle out-of-core data, and then we discuss sorting as an important subroutine for several database operations.
An increasing number of computer and scientific applications are dataintensive; they need to efficiently manage large data volumes. Geographical information systems, seismic modeling, multimedia applications, and scientific computation are a few examples. Szalay et al. [SGV03] discuss the challenges of mining
petabytes of data. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey [SKT + 00] and the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope [Tys02] are two examples of recent experiments that deal with
astronomy datasets of sizes ranging from several terabytes up to a few petabytes.
Web search engines need to store and search through enormous amounts of Web
data.
Effective management of large volumes of data often necessitates the use of
database management systems that provide good performance while manipulating
large datasets. Graefe [Gra93] presents a thorough survey of algorithms for executing queries over large databases.
Apart from being a database operation in itself [Gra93, section 10.2], sorting
is a key subroutine in several database operations; we mention a few of these operations here. Many query algorithms require aggregation, i.e., bringing together
items that are alike in some defined way and then performing some operations on
them. Efficient aggregation often requires sorting on a given set of attributes. Another database operation that directly uses sorting is deduplication, i.e., removal all
but one from every set of data items that are similar. If the data items are sorted,
duplicate removal requires a single scan of the data. Not surprisingly, most al-
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gorithms for duplicate removal use sorting [Gra93, Section 4.2]. Relational-join
[VG84] is another widely used database operation. The main steps in computing
a join of two relations based on a given set of attributes are sorting (based on the
join attribute) the records of each relation, and then doing a parallel scan of the
two sorted lists to collect all records that have similar values for the join attribute.
Some other database operations that may benefit from a sort subroutine are projection, which is computing a subset of the records, and bulk-loading, which refers to
the creation of an index structure, say a B-tree, for a large dataset.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the
original columnsort algorithm, along with our result showing that the divisibility
restriction is unnecessary. In Chapter 3, we report our preliminary implementations
of out-of-core columnsort, along with experimental results on Sun-A and Sun-B.
Chapter 4 describes both subblock columnsort and M-columnsort, along with experimental results on Borg. Chapter 5 presents the slabpose columnsort algorithm
and implementation details. Chapter 6 presents a simple technique for computing
a lower bound on the execution time of a given run of our program. Chapter 7
analyzes recent results, from experiments on Jefferson. Chapter 8 discusses related
work, focusing on the two dominant paradigms in the literature. Finally, Chapter 9
offers concluding remarks and some future work.

Chapter 2

Columnsort
This chapter presents Leighton’s original columnsort algorithm: an oblivious algorithm that sorts correctly under certain restrictions. Along the way, we make
observations that will improve our out-of-core implementations. Next, using the
0-1 Principle, we give a simple proof of its correctness. We also show that the
divisibility restriction of columnsort is unnecessary.

2.1 The original columnsort algorithm
Columnsort sorts a given r × s mesh, subject to the following two restrictions:
1. s must be a divisor of r (the divisibility restriction), and
2. r ≥ 2s 2 (the height restriction).1
Columnsort operates in eight steps to sort the mesh of all N = r s values in
column-major order. Each of steps 1, 3, 5, and 7 sorts each column. Each of steps
1 Leighton’s original paper had a slightly more relaxed height restriction: r ≥ 2(s − 1)2 . The
r ≥ 2s 2 restriction matches better with proof methods in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: The operations of steps 2 and 4 of columnsort, shown for r = 9 and s = 3.
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Figure 2.2: The operations of steps 6 and 8 of columnsort.

2, 4, 6, and 8 performs a specific fixed permutation.
• As Figure 2.1 shows, treating the mesh as an r × s mesh, step 2 transposes
the mesh and then reshapes the resulting s × r mesh back into an r × s mesh
by taking each row of r entries and mapping it to a consecutive set of r/s
rows. We refer to this permutation as the transpose-and-reshape permutation.
• Step 4 performs the inverse of the permutation performed in step 2: treat
each consecutive set of r/s rows as a single row in an s × r mesh, and
transpose this mesh into the r × s mesh. We refer to this permutation as the
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reshape-and-transpose permutation.
• As Figure 2.2 shows, step 6 shifts each column down by br/2c positions.
That is, the bottom br/2c elements of each column move to the top of the
next column to the right, and the top dr/2e elements of each column move
to the bottom of the column. The evacuated top br/2c entries of the leftmost
column (column 0) are filled with the value −∞. A new rightmost column
(column s) is created, receiving the bottom br/2c elements of column s − 1,
and the bottom dr/2e entries of this new column are filled with the value ∞.
• Step 8 performs the inverse of the permutation performed in step 6: shift
each column up by dr/2e positions.

2.2 Simplifying observations
Three observations will improve our out-of-core implementation later on:
Placement: Immediately following each of steps 2, 4, and 6, we sort each column.
Therefore, we need to permute each element into only the correct column in
steps 2, 4, and 6. Its placement within the column (i.e., its exact row) is
immaterial.
Run: The sorts in steps 3, 5, and 7 can be implemented as multiway merge operations. That is, the entries to be sorted are arranged as several sorted runs,
which need only be merged. In Leighton’s basic algorithm, sorting each
column in step 3 is a merge of s runs of length r/s each, and sorting each
column in step 7 is a merge of 2 runs of lengths br/2c and dr/2e. Our implementation takes advantage in steps 3 and 7 of the formation of these runs
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in the previous steps, and it also uses the placement observation in step 4 to
form s sorted runs of length r/s each so that step 5 is also a multiway merge.
Pairing: We can combine steps 6–8 by pairing adjacent columns. We sort the
bottom br/2c entries of each column along with the top dr/2e entries of
the next column, placing the sorted r entries into the same positions. The
top dr/2e entries of the leftmost column were already sorted by step 5 and
can therefore be left alone, and similarly for the bottom br/2c entries of the
rightmost column.
These observations are known within the mesh-sorting community. Rajasekaran
[Raj01] uses the run and pairing observations at various points in his LMM-sort
algorithm.

2.3 Proof of correctness
To show that columnsort really does sort, we first need to establish that it is oblivious. Since the even-numbered steps perform fixed permutations, they are oblivious
to the data. The sorting method used in the odd-numbered steps might not be oblivious, however. As pointed out by Leighton [Lei92, p. 147], “No matter how the
columns are sorted, the end result will look the same.” Thus, we can imagine that
an oblivious sorting method was used for the odd-numbered steps, knowing that
we can substitute any sorting method of our choosing. Hence, the entire algorithm
is oblivious.
Because columnsort is oblivious, we can prove its correctness by means of the
0-1 Principle [Lei92, pp. 141–142]:
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If an oblivious algorithm sorts all input sets consisting solely of 0s
and 1s, then it sorts all input sets with arbitrary values.
When given a 0-1 input, we say that an area of the mesh is clean if it consists
either of all 0s or all 1s. An area that might have both 0s and 1s is dirty. We shall
show that steps 1–4 reduce the size of the dirty area to at most half a column and
that steps 5–8 complete the sorting, assuming that the dirty area is at most half a
column in size. As we read 0-1 values in a prescribed order within the mesh, a
0 → 1 transition occurs when a 0 is followed immediately by a 1; we define a
1 → 0 transition analogously.
Lemma 2.1 Assuming a 0-1 input, after step 3, the mesh consists of some clean
rows of 0s at the top, some clean rows of 1s at the bottom, and at most s dirty rows
between them.
Proof:

As Figure 2.3(a) shows, after step 1, reading from top to bottom, each

column consists of 0s followed by 1s. As we read a given column from top to
bottom after step 1, there is at most one transition, and it is a 0 → 1 transition.
Step 2 turns each column into exactly r/s rows, shown in Figure 2.3(b). By the
divisibility restriction, r/s is an integer. If we read the mesh in row-major order,
any 1 → 0 transition occurs at the end of one row and the beginning of another.
Therefore, read in row-major order, each set of consecutive r/s rows has at most
the one 0 → 1 transition from the corresponding column after step 1. Within each
set of consecutive r/s rows, the only row that may be dirty is the row containing
the 0 → 1 transition. Since there are s such sets of rows, the mesh now has at most
s dirty rows altogether.
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s columns
r/s rows

≤ s dirty rows

r rows

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Steps 1–3 of columnsort, assuming a 0-1 input. 0s are lightly shaded and 1s are
more darkly shaded. (a) After step 1, each column consists of 0s followed by 1s. (b) After
step 2, each set of consecutive r/s rows has at most one 0 → 1 transition. There are at
most s 0 → 1 transitions altogether. Heavy lines separate the rows formed from each
column. (c) After step 3, the clean rows of 0s are at the top, the clean rows of 1s are at the
bottom, and there are at most s dirty rows between them.

(a)

clean 1s

clean 0s

clean 1s

clean 0s

dirty

(b)

Figure 2.4: After step 4 the dirty area either (a) fits in a single column or (b) crosses from
one column to the next.
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Figure 2.3(c) shows the effect of step 3: moving the clean rows of 0s to the top
rows of the mesh and the clean rows of 1s to the bottom rows of the mesh. The
dirty rows, of which there are at most s, end up between the clean 0s and 1s.
Lemma 2.2 Assuming a 0-1 input, after step 4, the mesh consists of some clean
columns of 0s on the left, some clean columns of 1s on the right, and a dirty area
of size at most s 2 between them.
Proof:

By Lemma 2.1, the dirty area after step 3 is a set of consecutive rows

numbering at most s. Since each row is s columns wide, the dirty area has size at
most s 2 . Step 4 permutes the clean rows of 0s at the top of the mesh to be clean
columns of 0s on the left, the clean rows of 1s at the bottom of the mesh to be clean
columns of 1s on the right, and the dirty area has at most s 2 entries between the
clean areas.
Corollary 2.3 Assuming a 0-1 input, reading the mesh in column-major order after step 4, the dirty area is at most half a column in size.
Proof:

The height restriction r ≥ 2s 2 is equivalent to s 2 ≤ r/2. The dirty area

has size at most s 2 , and r/2 is the height of half a column.
Lemma 2.4 Assuming a 0-1 input, if the mesh, read in column-major after step 4,
has a dirty area that is at most half a column in size, then steps 5–8 produce a fully
sorted output.
Proof:

As Figure 2.4 shows, because the dirty area is at most half a column in

size, it either fits in a single column or crosses from one column into the next. If the
dirty area fits in a single column, then the sorting of step 5 cleans it, and steps 6–8
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do not corrupt the sorted 0-1 output. If the dirty area is in two columns after step 4,
then it is in the bottom half of one column and the top half of the next. Step 5 does
not change this property. Since the size of the dirty area (s 2 ) is an integer, s 2 ≤ r/2
implies s 2 ≤ br/2c. Therefore, step 6, which shifts each column down by br/2c
positions, ensures that the dirty area resides in one column. Step 7 then cleans the
dirty area, and step 8 moves all values back to where they belong.
Theorem 2.5 Columnsort sorts any input correctly.
Proof:

Immediate from columnsort being oblivious, the 0-1 Principle, Corol-

lary 2.3, and Lemma 2.4.

2.4 Removing the divisibility restriction
In this section, we show that columnsort, as described in Section 2.1, sorts correctly
in the absence of the divisibility restriction. We continue to assume that r ≥ 2s 2 .
As in Section 2.1, we rely on the 0-1 Principle. Because s might not be a
divisor of r , however, we shall account for 1 → 0 transitions. The statement of the
key lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.6 Assuming a 0-1 input but without the divisibility restriction, after
step 3, the mesh consists of some clean rows of 0s at the top, some clean rows
of 1s at the bottom, and at most s dirty rows between them.
Proof:

As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, each column has at most one transition

after step 1, and it is a 0 → 1 transition. Because s might not divide r , however,
we can see 1 → 0 transitions within the rows after step 2. Figure 2.5 shows this
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(b)

Figure 2.5: Steps 1 and 2 when s does not divide r . (a) After step 1. (b) Within the rows
after step 2, there is at most one 0 → 1 transition for each column after step 1, and there is
at most one 1 → 0 transition for each pair of consecutive columns. Heavy lines separate
the values originally from each column.

possibility. There are still at most s 0 → 1 transitions, and because a 1 → 0
transition can occur only between pairs of consecutive columns after step 1, the
number of 1 → 0 transitions is at most s − 1. Thus, as we read the mesh in
row-major order after step 2, there are at most 2s − 1 transitions of either type.
After step 2, let X be the set of dirty rows containing one 0 → 1 transition and
no 1 → 0 transitions, Y be the set of dirty rows containing one 1 → 0 transition
and no 0 → 1 transitions, and Z be the set of all other dirty rows (each of which
must contain at least one 0 → 1 transition and at least one 1 → 0 transition).
We claim that max(|X| , |Y |) + |Z| ≤ s. To prove this claim, note that every
row of X and Z contains at least one 0 → 1 transition, and so |X| + |Z| ≤ s.
Similarly, every row of Y and Z contains at least one 1 → 0 transition, and so
|Y | + |Z| ≤ s − 1. If max(|X| , |Y |) = |X| then max(|X| , |Y |) + |Z| ≤ s,
and if max(|X| , |Y |) = |Y | then max(|X| , |Y |) + |Z| ≤ s − 1. In either case,
max(|X| , |Y |) + |Z| ≤ s, thus proving the claim.
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Now we examine the effect of step 3. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, the clean
rows of 0s move to the top and the clean rows of 1s move to the bottom. Let us
consider pairs of rows in which one row of the pair is in X and the other row is
in Y ; there are exactly min(|X| , |Y |) such pairs of rows. When we pair them up
and move rows of all 0s to the top and rows of all 1s to the bottom, we have one of
the following results:
more 0s than 1s

more 1s than 0s

equal 0s and 1s

from X:

0 · · · 0001 · · · 1

0 · · · 0111 · · · 1

0 · · · 0011 · · · 1

from Y :

1 · · · 1000 · · · 0

1 · · · 1110 · · · 0

1 · · · 1100 · · · 0

⇓

or

⇓

or

⇓

0 · · · 0000 · · · 0

0 · · · 0110 · · · 0

0 · · · 0000 · · · 0

1 · · · 1001 · · · 1

1 · · · 1111 · · · 1

1 · · · 1111 · · · 1

clean row of 0s

clean row of 1s

clean rows

In any case, at least one clean row is formed, and so at least min(|X| , |Y |) new
clean rows are created. These clean rows go to the top (if 0s) and bottom (if 1s) of
the mesh.
The number of dirty rows remaining is at most |X|+|Y |− min(|X| , |Y |)+ |Z|.
Observing that |X|+|Y |−min(|X| , |Y |) = max(|X| , |Y |), we see that the number
of dirty rows remaining is at most max(|X| , |Y |)+|Z|, which, by our earlier claim,
is at most s.
From here, we can use the same technique as in Section 2.1 to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.7 Even without the divisibility restriction, columnsort sorts any input
correctly.

Chapter 3

Background: Preliminary
Implementations
In this chapter, we present our preliminary implementations. Starting with a description of our out-of-core setting of a cluster, we summarize non-threaded 4-pass
columnsort. Then we discuss the motivation for using threads, leading up to the
next two preliminary implementations: 4-pass columnsort and 3-pass columnsort.
We present results of our experiments on Sun-A and Sun-B and conclude by recalling the problem-size restriction.

3.1 Out-of-core setting
In this section, we describe our adaptation of Leighton’s original columnsort algorithm to an out-of-core setting of a distributed-memory cluster. We first present our
machine model. Next, we describe the common structure of each pass, followed
by a discussion of the implementation of each pass within the common framework.
26
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Machine model
We assume that our machine has P processors P 0 , P1 , . . . , P P−1 and D disks
D0 , D1 , . . . , D D−1 . The processors may be on separate nodes of a cluster, they
may be processors within a shared-memory node, or they may be a combination of
the above. For example, Sun-B has a cluster of 4 nodes, with each node having 2
processors, for a total of 8 processors; in this configuration, each node has 1 disk,
which is shared by the 2 processors on that node. More generally, we assume that
each processor can access at least one disk directly.
When D = P, each processor accesses exactly one disk. When D < P,
we require that there be P/D processors per node and that they share the node’s
disk; in this case, each processor accesses a distinct portion of the disk. In our
implementation, we treat this distinct portion as a separate “virtual disk,” allowing
us to assume that D ≥ P. When D > P, each processor has exclusive access
to D/P disks, and it stripes its data across these disks in local stripes of B D/P
records each. We say that a processor owns the D/P disks that it accesses.
The striping unit, also known in the PDM as the block size, is the maximum
number of consecutive records that are stored on a single disk. For good performance, the striping unit should be at least one physical block on the disk. In
practice, the striping unit is at least the system’s physical page size. We parameterize the striping unit by the PDM parameter B. Any disk access transfers an entire
block of records between the disk and the memory of some processor.
The memory of the entire system holds M records. Memory is partitioned
among the P processors so that each processor can hold M/P records. In practice,
a processor that holds M/P records has a physical memory that is larger than M/P
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records’ worth. That is because physical memory holds more than just records—
software and the run-time stack, for example. Moreover, our implementations require multiple data buffers for merging (which is not in-place), communication,
and overlapping I/O with other operations.
Given the machine parameters, the preliminary implementations set the
columnsort mesh dimensions r and s as follows. We require a column’s worth
of data to fit within one processor’s memory. Thus, we set r = M/P. Since
N = r s, we set s = N/r = N P/M. In all our implementations, we assume the
column size, r, to be even.

Common structure among passes
Even though the number of passes in our preliminary implementations varies, there
is a structure common to all the passes. For ease of understanding, we shall describe the pass structure under the assumption that our program proceeds in four
passes over the data.
Each pass reads records from one portion of each disk and writes records to a
different portion of each disk. It is best to think of these portions as files. Each
processor has an input file, with part of the total data to be sorted. 1 We cannot
overwrite the input file, since we test every run of our program for correctness.
Moreover, some applications might require the input file to stay intact. Apart from
the input file, therefore, we use two files: file A and file B. Pass 1 writes to file A,
pass 2 reads from file A and writes to file B, pass 3 reads from file B and writes
to file A, and so on. The sorted output resides in file A or file B, depending on
whether the number of passes is odd or even, respectively.
1 In a cluster setting, each processor has an input file with N /P records.
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Figure 3.1: The layout used internally within out-of-core columnsort. Each square represents a block of B records. Each column is stored contiguously on the set of disks owned
by a single processor. Column C i is stored on the disks owned by processor Pi mod P . In
this example, P = D = 4, B = 2, and s = 8.

Each pass performs two consecutive steps of columnsort. That is, pass 1 performs columnsort steps 1 and 2, pass 2 performs steps 3 and 4, pass 3 performs
steps 5 and 6, and pass 4 performs steps 7 and 8.
Figure 3.1 shows how the data is organized on the disks at the start of each
pass. The data is placed so that each column is stored in contiguous locations on
the disks owned by a single processor. Specifically, processor j owns columns
j, j + P, j + 2P, and so on.
Each pass is decomposed into s/P rounds. Each round processes the next set
of P consecutive columns, one column per processor, in five phases:
Read phase: Each processor reads a column of r records from the disks that it
owns.
Sort phase: Each processor locally sorts, in memory, the r records it has just read.
Next, if required, each processor rearranges the sorted data into the correct
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order for the next phase.
Communicate phase: Each record is destined for a specific column, depending
on which even-numbered columnsort step this pass is performing. In order
to get each record to the processor that owns this destination column, processors exchange records.
Permute phase: Having received records from other processors, each processor
rearranges them into the correct order for writing.
Write phase: Each processor writes a set of records onto the disks that it owns.
These records are not necessarily all written consecutively onto the disks,
though they are written as a small number of sorted runs.
We shall see shortly how each phase differs in each pass.

How each pass works
The exact operation of three of the five phases within a round differs from pass to
pass. The phases that remain roughly the same are reading and permuting. Each
processor in each round, regardless of the pass, reads a column of r records by
simply reading r/B consecutive blocks from the disks that it owns. This style of
reading yields the best possible I/O performance. Each processor in each round
permutes the final data into the writing pattern for that pass.
Now we examine how the four passes perform each of the other three phases.

Pass 1. This pass reads in each column, locally sorts it—assuming nothing about
the sortedness of the data within the column—and then writes it out according to
the transpose-and-reshape permutation.
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Local sorting: Because we make no assumptions about the sortedness of each
column or about the key distribution, we locally sort using a combination of
the system qsort call and merge sort. We create sorted runs of a certain size
k using qsort and then we merge these runs using merge sort. Assuming
that qsort performs O(k lg k) comparisons on average to sort k elements,
the in-core sorting complexity of each round of pass 1 is O(r lg r ). The
per-processor sorting complexity of pass 1, therefore, is O((s/P)r lg r ) =
O((N/P) lg r).
Partial-sorting optimization: Here we briefly discuss what we refer to as the
partial-sorting optimization. This optimization affects only the local sorting phase of the first pass of our implementation. We observe that often, the
value M/P is larger than the minimum required value of the columnsort parameter r, in order for r and s to satisfy the height restriction. Let r 0 be the
minimum column size, such that the height restriction is satisfied. In the first
pass, therefore, if we sort each chunk of size r 0 , instead of sorting the whole
column of r records, the algorithm still works. This optimization reduces
the overall sorting time in the first pass. On Jefferson, for a problem size
of 16 GB, we found that the running time reduced by approximately 10%.
For larger problem sizes, however, the improvement is less pronounced; the
value of r 0 gets closer to r for larger problem sizes.
Communication: After locally sorting, each processor has a sorted column of r
records. As in step 2 of columnsort, r/s records out of the r are destined for
each of the s columns. Each processor locally permutes its r records to form
s sorted runs of r/s records each. Every processor owns s/P columns, and
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so every processor sends s/P sorted runs to each of the other processors.
Each processor, therefore, receives P messages (including a message that
the processor sends to itself), with each message consisting of s/P sorted
runs.
Writing: Every processor receives, for each of its s/P columns, a sorted run from
each of the P processors. Therefore, every processor now has P sorted
runs for each of the s/P columns that it owns. Since each run consists of
r/s records, each processor performs s/P writes of the P runs, i.e., Pr/s
records. In the case in which D > P and Pr/s < B D/P—so that the
amount of data being written to each column is less than the size of a local
stripe—the writes are not distributed evenly across the D/P disks owned
by the processor. For example, Figure 3.2 shows a situation with s = 8,
P = 4, D = 16 (so that D/P = 4), and r = 4B. Here, D > P and
Pr/s = 2B < 4B = B D/P. The figure shows the write patterns in the first
round for processor P0 . This processor owns columns 0 and 4. It needs to
write 2B records, or 2 blocks, to each of these columns. As Figure 3.2(a)
shows, if both columns start on disk D 0 , we write to only half the disks.
Figure 3.2(b) demonstrates how we use the placement observation to write
to different locations within the columns in order to distribute the load evenly
among the disks.

Pass 2. This pass reads in each column, locally sorts it—knowing that every column consists of s sorted runs of r/s records each—and then writes it out according
to the reshape-and-transpose permutation.
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C0 C4

D0

D0

D1
D2

D1
D2

D3

D3
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Write patterns in the first round of pass 1 for processor P0 when the amount
of data being written to each column is less than the size of a local stripe. Shaded blocks
are the ones written to if we (a) do not use and (b) do use the placement observation to
distribute the load evenly.

Local sorting: We use merge sort, but because we have s sorted runs to start, we
need to recurse only lg s levels rather than lg r . It takes O(r lg s) time to
locally sort each column in a given round, so that the total local sorting time
is O((s/P)r lg s) = O((N/P) lg s) per processor.
Communication: Communication in pass 2 is the same as in pass 1, except that
immediately after local sorting, the records destined for each column are
already formed into a sorted run of r/s records. Therefore, the local permutation prior to sending is skipped. As in pass 1, however, records are locally
permuted after they have been received.
Writing: Pass 2 writes in exactly the same way as pass 1. It can do so even though
the runs received within a given round are not destined for consecutive locations within a column according to the reshape-and-transpose permutation.
These runs arrived in contiguous locations of a communication buffer, and
we can write them together because, by the placement observation, it does
not matter where in the column we write them. Moreover, writing these runs
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as we receive them makes the input to the next pass consist of sorted runs.

Pass 3. Like pass 2, this pass reads in each column and locally sorts it, knowing
that every column consists of s sorted runs of r/s records each. It then writes out
the records according to the shift-down-by-r/2 permutation.
Local sorting: We use merge sort, just as in pass 2.
Communication: The last r/2 records in each column are going to go to the next
column. Therefore, in each round, processor P j sends its last r/2 records to
processor P( j+1) mod P .
Writing: In each round, each processor writes a column of r records by simply
writing r/B consecutive blocks to the disks that it owns. Just like how we
read, this style of writing yields the best possible I/O performance.

Pass 4.

This last pass reads in each column and locally sorts it—knowing that

every column consists of 2 sorted runs of r/2 records each—and then writes it out
according to the shift-up-by-r/2 permutation, but in PDM order.
Local sorting: We merge the 2 sorted runs, which takes only O(r ) time per processor in each round. Over all rounds, local sorting takes O(N ) time, or
O(N/P) time per processor.
Communication: In each round, each processor has r records that need to go to
r consecutive locations in PDM order. That is, they are striped across all D
disks in the system. In PDM order, each stripe has B D records, and so the r
records form r/B D consecutive stripes. In other words, the r records will go
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to r/B blocks in all, or r/B D blocks per disk. Since every processor owns
D/P disks, (r/B D)(D/P) = r/B P blocks go to each processor. Every
processor sends r/P records to each processor. Each processor, therefore,
receives P messages (including the message that the processor sends to itself), each message consisting of r/B P blocks. As each processor receives
these blocks, it assembles them into a buffer such that the blocks that are
destined for the same disk are contiguous.
Writing: Each processor has D/P disks, and the records destined for each disk
are already contiguous. A set of D/P write calls finishes the job.

3.2 Non-threaded 4-pass columnsort
Non-threaded 4-pass columnsort uses asynchronous MPI and MPI-2 calls to overlap local sorting, communication, and I/O. At any particular time, processor j
might be communicating records belonging to column j + k P, locally sorting
records in column j + (k + 1)P, reading column j + (k + 2)P, and writing column
j +(k −1)P. Non-threaded 4-pass columnsort does not overlap reading with either
local sorting or writing, however. For implementation details, see [CCW01]. We
conclude with two main features of this first implementation. These two features
carry over to all our subsequent implementations:
• Our algorithm’s I/O and communication patterns are oblivious to the keys;
the exact sequence of I/O and communication operations depends only on
the problem size and the system parameters, not on the key values. Because
the I/O and communication patterns are completely oblivious to the keys,
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each round has no effect at all on other rounds of the same pass. That is,
the rounds of a pass are fully independent of each other and therefore can
execute with full asynchrony. We shall take advantage of this property in our
threaded implementations.
• Our algorithm produces sorted records in the standard striped ordering used
by the Parallel Disk Model (PDM). This ordering affects only the write
phase of the last pass, in which each column is striped across all D disks
rather than residing solely on the disks of the processor that owns it. As
mentioned before, PDM ordering balances the load for any consecutive set
of records across processors and disks as evenly as possible.
In the rest of the thesis, unless we use “non-threaded” in an implementation’s
name, it is threaded.

3.3 4-pass columnsort: The threaded 4-pass implementation
We start this section by discussing the motivation behind implementing 4-pass
columnsort, which is just a threaded version of non-threaded 4-pass columnsort.
We conclude with a description of the thread structure of 4-pass columnsort.

Motivation
There are two reasons to revise our implementation to use threads. First, threads allow scheduling to be more dynamic. Second, our threaded implementation permits
greater flexibility in memory usage.
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Our programs use four types of machine resources: disks, the communication
network, processing power, and memory. As described in the previous section,
each column goes through five phases, two using I/O (the read and write phases),
one using the network (the communicate phase), and the other two using the processing power (the sort and permute phases). All phases make use of memory, of
course.
Non-threaded 4-pass columnsort has a single thread of control. In order to permit overlapping of I/O, communication, and processing, it relies on asynchronous
MPI and MPI-2 calls in order to schedule the usage of the four types of resources.
Due to the single thread of control, this implementation has to decide the overlap
mechanism statically at coding time and is not fully flexible. For example, the
implementation is unable to adapt automatically to a faster network, faster CPU,
or faster I/O. The 4-pass columnsort implementation uses the standard pthreads
package to overlap I/O, communication, and processing. It uses only synchronous
MPI and MPI-2 calls.
Because non-threaded 4-pass columnsort uses static scheduling, its memory
usage is static and has to be known at coding time. Consequently, this implementation is unable to adapt to an increased amount of available memory. Our (threaded)
4-pass columnsort, on the other hand, maintains a global pool of memory buffers,
the number of which is set at the start of each run of the program. One can determine the optimum number of buffers for a given configuration by means of a small
number of experimental runs.
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Basic thread structure
In order to overlap the usage of resources in a dynamic manner, we created four
threads per processor. One thread is responsible for all the disk I/O functions, one
does all the interprocessor communication, one does all the sorting, and the final
thread does all the permuting. We shall refer to the four threads as the I/O, communicate, sort, and permute threads, respectively. The threads operate on buffers,
each capable of holding exactly r records, and which are drawn from a global pool.
The threads communicate with each other via a standard semaphore mechanism.
The read and write functions appear in a common thread—the I/O thread—because
they will serialize at the disk anyway. 2
Figure 3.3 illustrates how the threads work by displaying the history of a column within a given round of a given pass.
1. The I/O thread acquires a buffer b from the global pool and performs the read
phase of column c by reading the column from the disk into this buffer. The
I/O thread suspends while the read happens, and when the read completes,
the I/O thread wakes up.
2. When the I/O thread wakes up after the read completes, it signals the sort
thread, which picks up buffer b and performs the sort phase of column c on
it.
3. The sort thread signals the communicate thread, which picks up buffer b
and performs the communicate phase of column c on it. The communicate
2 We found some evidence [Ham03] suggesting that it is not necessarily the best idea to use a

single thread for reads and writes. Our programs now allow both choices.
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I/O thread
buffer b

acquire

release

buffer b

read

wake up

suspend

suspend

wake up

write

buffer b

buffer b

sort thread

permute thread

sort

permute

buffer b

buffer b
communicate thread

communicate

suspend

wake up

Figure 3.3: The history of a buffer b as it progresses within a given round of a given pass.
The I/O thread acquires the buffer from the global pool and then reads into it from disk.
The I/O thread suspends during the read, and when it wakes up, it signals the sort thread.
The sort thread sorts buffer b and signals the communicate thread. The communicate
thread suspends during interprocessor communication, and when it wakes up, it signals
the permute thread. The permute thread then permutes buffer b and signals the I/O thread.
The I/O thread writes the buffer to disk, suspending during the write. When the I/O thread
wakes up, it releases buffer b back to the global pool.
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phase suspends during interprocessor communication, and after communication completes, it wakes up.
4. The communicate thread signals the permute thread, which picks up buffer b
and performs the permute phase of column c on it.
5. Finally, after the permute phase completes, the permute thread signals the
I/O thread, which picks up buffer b and writes it out to disk. The I/O thread
suspends during the write, and when the write completes, the I/O thread
wakes up and releases buffer b back to the global pool.
The pthreads implementation may preempt any thread at any time. Thus, during the time that a given thread considers itself as active, it might not actually be
running on the CPU.
The sort, permute, and communicate threads allocate additional buffers for
their own use. Each of these threads allocates one buffer at the beginning of the
program and uses it throughout the entire run. Thus, the total memory usage of the
4-pass columnsort is three buffers more than are created in the global pool.

3.4 3-pass columnsort: The threaded 3-pass implementation
This section describes how to reduce the number of passes in 4-pass columnsort,
resulting in 3-pass columnsort. The key observation is the pairing observation
from Section 2.1.
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pass 3, read phase

pass 3, sort phase

pass 3, communicate phase

pass 3, permute phase
communicate phase
pass 3, write phase

pass 4, read phase

pass 4, sort phase

pass 4, communicate phase

pass 4, permute phase

pass 4, write phase

Figure 3.4: How passes 3 and 4 of 4-pass columnsort are combined into a single pass of
3-pass columnsort. The communicate, permute, and write phases of pass 3, and the read
phase of pass 4 are replaced by a single communicate phase.

Basic idea
To take advantage of the pairing implementation, we combine steps 5–8 of
columnsort—passes 3 and 4 in 4-pass columnsort—into one pass. Figure 3.4 shows
how. In 4-pass columnsort, the communicate, permute, and write phases of pass 3,
along with the read phase of pass 4, merely shift each column down by r/2 rows
(wrapping the bottom half of each column into the top half of the next column).
We replace these four phases by a single communicate phase.
In 3-pass columnsort, the first two passes are the same as in 4-pass columnsort.
To further understand how the last pass works, let us examine a typical round (one
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that is neither the first nor the last round) in this pass. At the start of the round, some
processor Pk contains in a buffer r/2 records left over from the previous round.
When the round completes, some other processor P l , where l = (k − 1) mod P,
will contain r/2 leftover records, and it will serve as P k in the next round. The
round proceeds as follows:
1. Each processor except for P k reads in a column, so that P − 1 columns are
read in.
2. Each processor except for P k sorts its column locally.
3. With the exception of Pk , each processor Pi sends the first r/2 of its sorted
elements to processor P (i−1) mod P . After all sends are complete, each processor except for Pl holds r records (r/2 that it had prior to the send, and
r/2 that it just received), and processor Pl holds r/2 records, which it keeps
aside in a separate buffer to be used in the next round. This communicate
phase replaces the four phases shaded in Figure 3.4.
4. Each processor except for Pl sorts its column locally.
5. To prepare for the write in PDM order, each processor (except P l ) sends r/P
records to every processor (including Pl and itself).
6. Each processor locally permutes the r (P − 1)/P records it has received to
put them into the correct PDM order.
7. Each processor writes the r(P − 1)/P records to the disks that it owns.
The first and last rounds have minor differences from the middle rounds. The
first round processes all P columns, and the last round may process fewer than
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P − 1 columns. Because the first round processes P columns, the number of
rounds is 1 + d(s − P)/(P − 1)e.
Thread structure
In 3-pass columnsort, the first two passes have the same thread structure as in 4pass columnsort, but the third pass is different. As we have just seen, the third pass
has seven phases. As before, each phase is assigned to a single thread, except that
the read and write phases are assigned to a single I/O thread. Consequently, there
is one I/O thread, two communicate threads, two sort threads, and one permute
thread. This thread structure raises two additional issues.
First, the number of additional buffers increases. Other than the I/O thread,
each thread requires an r -record buffer. Since there are five non-I/O threads, this
implementation requires five buffers more than are in the global pool. That is,
3-pass columnsort requires two buffers more than 4-pass columnsort.
Second, because there are two communicate threads, each making calls to MPI,
not all MPI implementations are suitable. Some MPI implementations are unreliable when multiple threads perform communication.

3.5 Performance results
Table 3.1 summarizes performance results of our preliminary implementations,
from experiments done on Sun-A and Sun-B platforms. Chapter 7 discusses more
recent results on Jefferson, a Beowulf cluster. The results are for 64-byte 3 records
3 In all our experiments, the buffer size is a power of 2. To ensure an integral number of records,
we restrict ourselves to record sizes that are powers of 2 as well. The Datamation-standard for
sorting uses 100-byte records; we use 64 byte records, implying that for a given volume of data, our
measurements are for over 50% more records.
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with an integer key at the beginning of each record. The input files are generated
using the drand function to generate the value of each key.

Sun-A
Sun-A is a cluster of 4 Sun Enterprise 450 SMPs. We used only one processor
on each node. Each processor is an UltraSPARC-II, running at 296 MHz and
with 128 MB of RAM, of which we used 40 MB for holding data. The nodes
are connected by an ATM OC-3 network, with a peak speed of 155 megabits per
second. Each node has one disk, each an IBM DNES309170 spinning at 7200 RPM
and with an average latency of 4.17 msec. All disks are on Ultra2 SCSI buses. The
MPI and MPI-2 implementations are part of Sun HPC ClusterTools 4.

Sun-B
Sun-B is also a cluster of 4 Sun Enterprise 450 SMPs. Here, we used two processors on each node. Other than the disks, the components are the same as in Sun-A.
This system has 8 disks, 4 of which are the same IBM disks as in Sun-A, and the
other 4 of which are Seagate ST32171W also spinning at 7200 RPM and also with
an average latency of 4.17 msec.

4-pass implementations: Threaded vs. non-threaded
From the columns labeled “4-pass threaded” in Table 3.1, we see that (threaded)
4-pass columnsort took only 49.8% of the time taken by the non-threaded 4-pass
columnsort on Sun-A. On Sun-B, 4-pass columnsort took 57.1% as much time as
the non-threaded 4-pass columnsort.
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Sun-A
Sun-A
Sun-A
Sun-B
Sun-B
Sun-B
4-pass
4-pass
3-pass
4-pass
4-pass
3-pass
non-threaded threaded threaded non-threaded threaded threaded
P
4
4
4
8
8
8
D
4
4
4
8
8
8
U (MB)
160
192
256
320
384
512
V (GB)
1
1
1
2
2
2
T (minutes)
4.338
2.161
2.043
5.631
3.217
2.944
Table 3.1: Parameters and results for three implementations of our out-of-core columnsort
algorithm on two clusters of Sun Enterprise 450 SMPs. The rows show number of processors (P), number of disks (D), megabytes of memory used across the entire system (U ),
gigabytes sorted (V ), and time to sort (T ) for each system. Times shown are averages of
five runs.

What accounts for this significant improvement in running time? Due to the
highly asynchronous nature of each of the implementations, we were unable to
obtain accurate breakdowns of where any of them were truly spending their time.
We were able to obtain the amounts of time that each thread considered itself as
active, but because threads may be preempted, these times may not be reflective of
the times that the threads were actually running on the CPU. Similarly, the timing
breakdown for non-threaded 4-pass columnsort is not particularly accurate.
Our best guess is that the gains came primarily from two sources. First is
increased flexibility in scheduling, which we discussed above in regard to the motivation for threaded implementations. The second source of performance gain
is that the MPI calls in 4-pass columnsort are synchronous, whereas they are
asynchronous in the non-threaded 4-pass columnsort. Apparently, asynchronous
MPI calls incur a significant overhead. Although there is an overhead cost due to
threads, the benefits of scheduling flexibility and synchronous MPI calls in 4-pass
columnsort outweigh this cost.
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We conducted a set of ancillary tests to verify that a program with threads
and synchronous MPI calls is faster than a single-threaded program with asynchronous MPI calls. The first test overlaps computation and I/O, and the second
test overlaps computation and communication. We found that by converting a single thread with asynchronous MPI calls to a threaded program with synchronous
MPI calls, the computation-and-I/O program ran 7.8% faster and the computationand-communication program ran 23.8% faster.
Moreover, there is a qualitative benefit of 4-pass columnsort. Because all calls
to MPI and MPI-2 functions are synchronous, the code itself is cleaner and it is
easier to modify.

Columnsort: 4-pass vs. 3-pass
By inspection of Table 3.1, we see that on Sun-A and on Sun-B, 3-pass columnsort
implementation took 94.6% and 91.5%, respectively, of the time used by 4-pass
columnsort. The improvement due to reducing the number of passes from four to
three is not as marked as that from introducing a threaded implementation.
The observed running times lead to two questions. First, what accounts for the
improvement that we see in eliminating a pass? Second, why don’t we see more of
an improvement?
Compared to 4-pass columnsort, 3-pass columnsort enjoys one significant benefit and one additional cost. Not surprisingly, the benefit is due to less disk I/O. The
pass that is eliminated reads and writes each record once, and so 3-pass columnsort
performs only 75% as much disk I/O as 4-pass columnsort. This reduced amount of
disk I/O is the only factor we know of that accounts for the observed improvement.
The added cost is due to more sort phases and more communicate phases. In
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the 3-pass implementation, each round contains two sort and two communicate
phases, for a total of 2 + 2 d(s − P)/(P − 1)e sort phases and the same number
of communicate phases. Together, the two rounds of 4-pass columnsort—which
are replaced by the last pass of 3-pass columnsort—perform 2s/P sort phases and
2s/P communicate phases. Since the problem is out-of-core, we have s > P,
which in turn implies that

2 + 2 d(s − P)/(P − 1)e ≥ 2 + 2 d(s − P)/Pe
= 2 + 2(s/P − 1)
= 2s/P .
Thus, 3-pass columnsort has more sort and communicate phases than 4-pass
columnsort.
The degree to which 3-pass columnsort improves upon 4-pass columnsort depends on the relative speeds of disks, processing, and communication in the underlying system. The 25% reduction in the number of passes does not necessarily
translate into a 25% reduction in the overall time. That is because although the
combined third pass of 3-pass columnsort writes and reads each record only once,
all the other work (communication and sorting) of the two passes still has to be
done. Therefore, when the last two passes of 4-pass columnsort are relatively I/O
bound, we would expect 3-pass columnsort to be significantly faster than 4-pass
columnsort. Conversely, when the last two passes are not I/O bound, the advantage
of 3-pass columnsort is reduced. In fact, 3-pass columnsort can even be slower
than 4-pass columnsort! On the clusters whose results appear in Table 3.1, the
processing and network speeds are not particularly fast. Our detailed observations
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of the 4-pass implementation reveal that in the last two passes, the I/O and communication times are close. Hence, these passes are only slightly I/O bound, and
therefore we see only a modest gain in the 3-pass implementation. On Jefferson,
the most recent testbed, our implementations are mostly I/O bound; we shall see
later that 3-pass columnsort is indeed significantly faster than 4-pass columnsort
on Jefferson.

3.6 Problem-size restriction
Our preliminary implementations do not sort all problem sizes. They have a restriction on the maximum problem size. As mentioned in Section 1.3, the height
interpretation (r = M/P) and the height restriction (r ≥ 2s 2 ) induce an upper
limit on the number of records N to be sorted:

N≤

(M/P)3/2
√
.
2

(3.1)

All preliminary implementations are subject to this problem-size restriction, since
they use the original columnsort algorithm, inheriting its height restriction, and
they use the height interpretation of r = M/P.
Although the restriction may appear to be overly constraining on the largest
problem size that can be sorted correctly, in practice we can still sort some fairly
large files. For example, suppose we are sorting 32-byte records on a machine with
32 megabytes of memory per processor available for holding data (after reducing
the available memory for software, stack, and buffers). Then M/P = 2 20 , since the
memory size M is in terms of 32-byte records. By the restriction (3.1), the largest
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file we can sort has 229 records, or 234 bytes. In other words, even with a moderate
memory size, we can sort up to 16 gigabytes of data. Moreover, by restriction (3.1),
the maximum problem size increases with (M/P) 3/2 , i.e., it increases superlinearly
with the amount of memory per processor.
There are two main implications of this restriction. The first implication is the
obvious one: the maximum problem size has an upper bound. The second implication is one of scalability. The problem size N depends on M/P, the memory per
processor, rather than on the total memory M of the system. In other words, if we
double the number of processors, without changing the memory per processor, the
maximum problem size does not increase.

Chapter 4

Subblock Columnsort and
M-columnsort
In this chapter, we present the design, implementation, and experimental results of
two approaches that relax the problem-size restriction: subblock columnsort and
M-columnsort. Subblock columnsort is based on an algorithmic modification of
the underlying columnsort algorithm; it relaxes the height restriction, thereby relaxing the problem-size restriction at the cost of an additional pass. M-columnsort
is more of an engineering effort that changes the height interpretation; it relaxes the
problem-size restriction at the cost of additional communication and computation.
In the next chapter, we shall describe our more recent algorithm, subblock columnsort, which relaxes the problem-size restriction with no extra I/O or communication
cost.
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4.1 Subblock columnsort
In this section, we present subblock columnsort, prove its correctness, and discuss
some aspects of its implementation. Subblock columnsort relaxes the height re√
striction by a factor of s/2, to r ≥ 4s 3/2 , by adding two steps to columnsort.
With a height interpretation of r = M/P, we get problem-size restriction (1.2):
N ≤ (M/P)5/3 /42/3 .
The algorithm
To describe subblock columnsort, we first need to define what a subblock is. We
√
√
will be working with s × s subblocks of the mesh, where each subblock is a
√
√
contiguous set of s rows and s columns. Subblocks are aligned to the mesh,
meaning that the indices of the top row and leftmost column of each subblock must
√
√
be multiples of s (assuming 0-origin indexing). We need s to be an integer.
The main idea behind subblock columnsort, inspired by the Revsort algorithm of
Schnorr and Shamir [SS86], is to add two extra steps after step 3 of columnsort.
Subblock columnsort consists of the following ten steps:
• Do steps 1–3 of columnsort.
• Step 3.1 performs any permutation that moves all the values in each

√ √
s× s

subblock into all s columns. We shall refer to this property of a permutation
on the r × s mesh as the subblock property.
• Step 3.2 sorts each column.
• Do steps 4–8 of columnsort.
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There are several permutations that accomplish the goal of step 3.1. Since the
particular permutation used will make its way into our out-of-core implementation
of subblock columnsort, we need to choose it carefully. We shall describe the
specific permutation chosen for step 3.1 later in this section.
Proof of correctness
We shall show that as long as r ≥ 4s 3/2 , the dirty area after step 4 is at most half a
column in size. As in Section 2.3, the 0-1 Principle and Lemma 2.4 will complete
the proof of correctness. We start with the following lemma, which states another
property that even the original columnsort algorithm has.
Lemma 4.1 Assuming a 0-1 input and assuming that the divisibility restriction
holds, after step 3, the line dividing the 0s and 1s is monotonic in the sense that,
as shown in Figure 4.1, it goes from left to right and bottom to top, never turning
back to the left and never turning back toward the bottom.
Proof:

Because step 3 sorts the columns, we cannot see any 0 below a 1 within a

given column. Thus, the dividing line cannot turn back to the left.
To see that the dividing line cannot turn back toward the bottom, it suffices to
show that after step 2, each column has at least as many 0s as the column immediately to its right. In order for a column to have fewer 0s than the column to its right,
there would have to be some row in which these two columns exhibited a 1 → 0
transition. But due to the divisibility restriction, there are no 1 → 0 transitions
within rows after step 2.
The following lemma uses an argument similar to one that was first made by
Schnorr and Shamir [SS86].
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√

dirty area, ≤ s rows high

s + 1 subblocks

…

PSfrag replacements

√
s subblocks

Figure 4.1: The monotonicity of the dividing line between the 0s and 1s after step 3. The
√
dividing line passes through at most 2 s subblocks.

Lemma 4.2 Assuming a 0-1 input, after step 3.1 of subblock columnsort, the num√
ber of 0s in any two columns differs by at most 2 s.
Proof:

As Lemma 2.1 shows, after step 3 (and before step 3.1), the dirty area is

confined to an area that is s × s. Referring to Figure 4.1, and noting that subblocks
√
√
are s × s in size, the dirty area is confined to an array of subblocks that is at
√
√
most s + 1 high and at most s wide. Because the dividing line between 0s
√
and 1s is monotonic, it passes through at most 2 s subblocks. In other words, all
√
but 2 s subblocks are clean.
Step 3.1 distributes each subblock to all s columns. The clean subblocks distribute their 0s or 1s uniformly to each column, and thus the difference between the
√
number of 0s in any two columns is at most the number of dirty subblocks: 2 s.
Lemma 4.3 Assuming a 0-1 input, after step 4 of subblock columnsort, the mesh
consists of some clean columns of 0s on the left, some clean columns of 1s on the
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right, and a dirty area of size at most 2s 3/2 between them.
Proof:

By Lemma 4.2, after sorting each column in step 3.2, the dirty area is
√
confined to an area that is at most 2 s rows high and s columns wide. Thus, after

step 3.2, the dirty area has size at most 2s 3/2 . As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, after
step 4, there are clean columns of 0s on the left, clean columns of 1s on the right,
and the dirty area is between them, but now of size at most 2s 3/2 .
Theorem 4.4 Assuming that the divisibility restriction holds, s is a perfect square,
and r ≥ 4s 3/2 , subblock columnsort sorts any input correctly.
Proof:

By Lemma 4.3, after step 4, the dirty area has size at most 2s 3/2 . Since

r ≥ 4s 3/2 , we have that 2s 3/2 ≤ r/2, and so the dirty area is at most half a column
in size. We complete the proof by applying Lemma 2.4 and noting that because
subblock columnsort is oblivious, the 0-1 Principle applies.

Removing the divisibility restriction from subblock columnsort
We next show that if we tighten the height restriction for subblock columnsort by
50%, so that r ≥ 6s 3/2 , then the divisibility restriction is unnecessary.
When we remove the divisibility restriction, there may be 1 → 0 transitions
within rows after step 2. After step 3, therefore, there may be 1 → 0 transitions
within rows. Figure 4.2 shows the dividing line between 0s and 1s after step 3: it
is no longer monotonic like in Figure 4.1. The dividing line still cannot turn back
to the left (since step 3 sorts each column), but it may turn back toward the bottom.
The result is the “skyline” appearance shown in Figure 4.2.
The key to relaxing the height restriction in subblock columnsort was showing
that the boundary between 0s and 1s passes through a limited number of subblocks.
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Figure 4.2: The “skyline” shape of the dividing line between the 0s and 1s after step 3
when the divisibility restriction is removed. The total length of the rising and falling edges
is bounded by 2s − 1.

When the boundary can both rise and fall, as in the skyline pattern of Figure 4.2,
one might suspect that each peak and each valley could possibly be just one column
wide and there might be very tall peaks and very deep valleys; in this case, the
√
√
boundary could pass through all s + s subblocks in a region s + 1 subblocks
√
high and s subblocks wide. The following lemma shows that this scenario is
overly pessimistic: the total length of the rising and falling edges is limited by
2s − 1.
Lemma 4.5 Assuming a 0-1 input but without the divisibility restriction, after
step 3 of subblock columnsort, the line dividing the 0s and 1s has a total length
of rising and falling edges that is at most 2s − 1.
Proof:

A rising edge occurs whenever there is a 0 → 1 transition within a row,

and a falling edge occurs whenever there is a 1 → 0 transition within a row. For
j = 0, 1, . . . , s − 2, let x j denote the number of 0 → 1 transitions between
columns j and j + 1 after step 2, and x 0j denote the number of 0 → 1 transitions
between columns j and j + 1 after the columns are sorted in step 3. Define y j
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and y 0j similarly for 1 → 0 transitions. Letting x 0 =
suffices to show that x 0 + y 0 ≤ 2s − 1.

Ps−2

j=0

x 0j and y 0 =
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Ps−2

j=0

y 0j , it

We claim that y 0j − x 0j = y j − x j for j = 0, 1, . . . , s − 2. To see why, let
z j equal the number of 0s in column j , for j = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1; note that z j does
not change due to the sorting in step 3. Because each 1 → 0 transition causes
column j + 1 to have one more 0 than column j and each 0 → 1 transition causes
column j + 1 to have one fewer 0 than column j, we have that z j+1 = z j + y j − x j
and also z j+1 = z j + y 0j − x 0j for j = 0, 1, . . . , s − 2. Subtracting z j from each
formula gives y 0j − x 0j = z j+1 − z j = y j − x j , which proves the claim.
Next we claim that after step 3, for j = 0, 1, . . . , s −2, at least one of x 0j and y 0j
must be 0. We prove this claim by contradiction: suppose that both x 0j and y 0j are
positive. Then in columns j and j + 1, there is a row with a 0 → 1 transition and
a row with a 1 → 0 transition. If the row with the 0 → 1 transition is the higher of
the two, then column j + 1 has a 1 above a 0, which cannot occur since it has been
sorted in step 3. If instead the row with the 1 → 0 transition is the higher of the
two rows, then column j has a 1 above a 0, which again cannot occur. Since we
cannot have both a 0 → 1 transition and a 1 → 0 transition within the same row,
at least one of x 0j and y 0j must be 0, thus proving the claim.
Noting that all x j and y j are nonnegative, x 0j = 0 implies y 0j = y j − x j ≤ y j ,
and y 0j = 0 implies x 0j = x j − y j ≤ x j . In either case, we see that x 0j ≤ x j and
y 0j ≤ y j for all j = 0, 1, . . . , s − 2. Thus, we have
x 0 + y0 =

s−2
X

≤

s−2
X

j=0

j=0

x 0j +

s−2
X

y 0j

xj +

s−2
X

yj .

j=0

j=0
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As we saw in the proof of Lemma 2.6,

Ps−2

j=0

Therefore, x 0 + y 0 ≤ s + (s − 1) = 2s − 1.

x j ≤ s and

Ps−2

j=0
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y j ≤ s − 1.

Corollary 4.6 Assuming a 0-1 input but without the divisibility restriction, after
step 3.1 of subblock columnsort, the number of 0s in any two columns differs by at
√
most 3 s.
Proof:

The proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.2, but with the change that

because the total length of the rising and falling edges of the dividing line between
√
0s and 1s is at most 2s − 1, it passes through at most 3 s subblocks.
Corollary 4.7 Assuming a 0-1 input but without the divisibility restriction, after
step 4 of subblock columnsort, the mesh consists of some clean columns of 0s on
the left, some clean columns of 1s on the right, and a dirty area of size at most
3s 3/2 between them.
Proof:

Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.3.

Theorem 4.8 Assuming that s is a perfect square and that r ≥ 6s 3/2 , but without
the divisibility restriction, subblock columnsort sorts any input correctly.
Proof:

Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4.

The subblock permutation
There are several permutations that have the subblock property. The one we use
here, which we call the subblock permutation, is based on permuting sets of bits
within the row and column numbers. For ease of understanding, we assume that P,
r and s are powers of 2; Appendix A.2 discusses the general scenario. Therefore,
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Figure 4.3: The subblock permutation as a bit permutation. Each entry in the r × s
mesh has a row number, expressed in lg r bits, and a column number, expressed in lg s
bits. The subblock permutation permutes the element in row i and column j to row i 0
and column j 0 . We number the bits starting from 0 as the least significant bit, and we
use the notation “. .” to denote ranges of consecutive bits. The permutation maps bits
0
√
w = i lg √s.. lg r−1 to i 0..
, x = i 0.. lg √s−1 to jlg0 √s.. lg s−1 , y = jlg √s.. lg s−1 to
lg r/ s−1
0
0 √
√
, and z = j0.. lg √s−1 to j0..
. Because x determines the source row
i lg
lg s−1
r/ s.. lg r−1
number within an element’s subblock and z determines the source column number within
the subblock, this mapping ensures that the bits forming an element’s target column number
come from the bits that determine where in a source subblock the element started.

each row number is a sequence of lg r bits and each column number is a sequence
of lg s bits. We shall express the subblock permutation in terms of the source row
and column numbers and the corresponding target row and column numbers of
each mesh element.
To ensure that the subblock property holds, we only need to show that any
two distinct elements in the same source subblock map to two different column
numbers. We do so by ensuring that the lg s bits that determine the target column
√ √
number come from source bits that determine where in a s × s subblock a mesh
element resides. Figure 4.3 shows the idea. If we look at the source row and column
√
numbers of a given element, the least significant lg s bits of each—denoted by
x and z, respectively, in the figure—determine the row and column numbers of
that element within its subblock. (The most significant bits—w and y—determine
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which subblock the element is in, but not where in the subblock it resides.) The
subsequences x and z form the bits of the target column number, with z forming the
least significant half and x forming the most significant half. Thus, the subblock
permutation has the subblock property. As an arithmetic formula, the subblock
permutation maps the (i, j ) entry to position (i 0 , j 0 ), where

i

0

=

j0 =





r
i
,
√ + √
s
s
√
√ √
j mod s + (i mod s) s .
j
√
s



It may seem strange that the target row number is formed by using w as the
least significant bits, when w started out as the most significant bits of the source
row number. The advantage of permuting in this way is that it creates sorted runs of
√
r/ s elements in each column. To see why, first observe that entering the subblock
permutation, each column is sorted. Now consider two elements e 1 and e2 that start
in the same column (so that their y and z bits are the same) and are permuted into
√
the same target column (so that their x bits are also the same). There are r/ s
elements in a source column that have fixed values of the x, y, and z bits, and
they vary in their w bits. Let the w bits of e 1 and e2 be w1 and w2 , respectively,
√
and assume that w2 = w1 + 1 (so that e2 is s rows below e1 in the source
column and e1 ≤ e2 ). Because e1 and e2 have the same y bits, which become the
most significant bits of the target row, and because the w bits become the least
significant bits of the target row, e 2 ’s target row is 1 greater than e 1 ’s target row.
√
Since e1 and e2 are any two elements that start out s rows apart in their source
√
column, we see that all r/ s elements that start in the same source column and are
√
permuted to the same target column appear as one sorted run of size r/ s in the
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target column.

Implementation notes
Since subblock columnsort differs from columnsort only in the two additional
steps, our implementation of subblock columnsort started with 3-pass columnsort
and integrated these two steps as one extra pass, which we call the subblock pass.
The subblock pass performs steps 3 and 3.1 of subblock columnsort. The overall
thread structure of subblock columnsort is the same as that of the 3-pass columnsort
program.
Like the first two passes in 3-pass columnsort, the subblock pass is decomposed into s/P rounds, where each round processes the next set of P consecutive
columns, one column per processor, in a five-phase pipeline. The only phase of
the subblock pass that differs substantially from the corresponding phase of passes
1 and 2 of 3-pass columnsort is the communicate phase. In each round’s communicate phase within passes 1 and 2 of 3-pass columnsort, each processor sends P
messages, where each message consists of r/P records. One of these messages
goes back to the sending processor, in which case the message does not need to go
over the network. For the subblock pass, however, we shall show three properties:
√
1. In the communicate phase of each round, each processor sends only dP/ se
messages.
2. When

√
√
s ≥ P, so that dP/ se = 1, the one message is always destined

for the sending processor, and therefore no communication over the network
occurs.
3. Any permutation that achieves the subblock property must send at least
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√
dP/ se messages per round, and so the number of messages sent in our
subblock pass is optimal.
To see that the first two properties hold, we refer to Figure 4.3. We continue
to assume that all parameters are powers of 2. 1 Let us examine the processors to
which column j’s elements are mapped by the subblock permutation. Column j
is owned by processor p, where p = j mod P. This processor number is the lg P
least significant bits of the column number j .
√
If P ≤ s, then the bits that determine the processor number are entirely
within the z field in Figure 4.3. Since these bits are the same in the target column
as they are in the source column, the target processor number must be the same as
√
the source processor number. Thus, since dP/ se = 1, we have proved property 2.
√
√
If P > s, then the lg s least significant bits of the source and target column
√
numbers for a given element are the same. Therefore, only lg P − lg s of the
bits determining the processor number can differ. These bits come from the x field,
which is part of the row number. All combinations of these bits will occur in a given
source column, and so all combinations will occur in the target processor number.
√
√
There are 2lg P−lg s = P/ s such combinations. By the power-of-2 assumption,
√
√
therefore, we have dP/ se = P/ s, and so we have proved property 1.
To show property 3, we shall show that if the subblock property holds and any
√
source column maps to fewer than P/ s target processors, then a contradiction
arises. We start by noting that every processor owns exactly s/P columns. Now let
us suppose that some source column, say column j, maps to k target processors,
√
where k < P/ s. Therefore, column j maps to fewer than k(s/P) target columns.
√
√
Since k < P/ s, we have that k(s/P) < s, so that column j maps to fewer than
1 For a general proof, see Appendix A.2.
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√
√
s target columns. Because the subblock property holds, any s entries within a
√
given subblock must map to s different columns. If we consider the intersection
√
of any subblock with column j, we have s entries of the subblock, and hence this
√
portion of column j (not even considering the rest of the column) must map to s
different target columns. This fact contradicts our earlier conclusion that column j
√
maps to fewer than s target columns. Thus, we have proved property 3.

4.2 M-columnsort
M-columnsort changes the height interpretation from r = M/P to r = M, achievp
ing the problem-size restriction (1.3): N ≤ M 3 /2. Recall that with this more

relaxed restriction, the maximum problem size now scales with the memory in the

entire system, so that adding more processors with the same amount of memory per
processor increases the maximum problem size. In fact, this increase is superlinear
in the total memory size.

Implementation notes
As with subblock columnsort, our implementation of M-columnsort is a modification of 3-pass columnsort. Instead of adding a pass, however, we increase the
complexity of the sort phase of each pass. When r = M/P, the sort phase is just
a local sort on each processor. In M-columnsort, since r = M, the sort phase becomes a multiprocessor sort with distributed memory. One benefit of performing a
multiprocessor sort is that we can eliminate the communicate phase in the first two
passes.
We use in-core columnsort for the distributed-memory multiprocessor sort. We
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implemented three in-core multiprocessor sorting algorithms: bitonic sort, radix
sort, and columnsort. We found that in-core columnsort, with an (M/P) × P
mesh, was consistently faster than bitonic sort on problem sizes representative of
those we encounter in the sort phase. Radix sort was competitive with in-core
columnsort over a wide range of problem sizes, but we decided to use in-core
columnsort because the radix sort code has a high dependence on the key format
and because columnsort’s communication patterns are independent of the values in
the keys.
Our implementation of in-core columnsort is multithreaded. In particular, there
are two threads: one for local sorting (steps 1, 3, 5, and 7 of the in-core sort) and
one for communication (steps 2, 4, 6, and 8 of the in-core sort). These threads are
in addition to the four non-sort threads inherited from 3-pass columnsort. Wherever 3-pass columnsort’s pipeline had a single phase for sorting, M-columnsort’s
pipeline has eight phases. Each phase in a pipeline sends a buffer to its successor,
and the additional threads in M-columnsort require the allocation of four additional
buffers.
The pipeline for each of the first two passes has 11 phases: read, the eight
from in-core columnsort, permute, and write. These 11 phases occupy only four
threads: one for both read and write, one for permute, one for the four local sorting
steps of in-core columnsort, and one for the four communication steps of in-core
columnsort. We are able to eliminate the communicate phase from the out-of-core
pipeline because each column is shared among all the processors. After the incore sort, each processor has its own portion of the sorted data. Depending on the
permutation phase of the out-of-core sort, this data is destined for a certain set of
target columns. Since each processor owns a portion of each column, we were able
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to design the in-core sort to ensure that each processor can write out its data into
its portion of each of the target columns.
The pipeline for the last pass is rather different. We eliminate one communicate
phase, but each of the two sort phases turns into eight in-core sort phases. Although
the resulting pipeline has 20 phases, they occupy only seven threads: one for both
read and write, one for permute, one for the remaining communicate phase, and
two for each of the two in-core sorts.

4.3 Experimental results on Borg
In this section, we discuss the results of our experiments on Borg. We start with
a description of Borg. Next, we outline some issues regarding MPI and threads.
Finally, we present and analyze our experimental results.

Borg
Borg is a Beowulf cluster that has 16 dual 1.5-GHz P4 Xeon nodes, each with 1 GB
of RAM. The nodes run Redhat Linux 7.2 and are connected with a high-speed
Myrinet network, which has a peak speed of 250 MB per second. Each node has
an Ultra-160 10,000-RPM SCSI-3 hard drive, with about 10 GB of available disk
space for user files. For disk I/O, we use the C stdio interface. The nodes communicate using standard synchronous MPI [SOHL+ 98] calls within asynchronous
threads. Our threads are implemented using the pthreads package of Linux.
Although each node has two processors, we found no advantage to running
more than one process per node.2 Thus, we treat each node as if it had only one
2 Since each node has only one disk, running two processes per node would require the two
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processor, and we use the terms “node” and “processor” interchangeably.

MPI and threads
Not all MPI implementations work correctly in the presence of multiple threads.
As mentioned in [GHLL+ 98, pp. 25–33], an MPI implementation can have one of
the following four levels of thread support:
• Single: Each MPI process must be single threaded.
• Funneled: An MPI process may be multithreaded, but all MPI calls must be
within the same thread.
• Serialized: An MPI process may be multithreaded, and multiple threads may
make MPI calls, but no two MPI calls should overlap. In other words, at any
point in time, at most one thread may be executing an MPI call.
• Multiple: Multiple threads may make MPI calls, with no restrictions.
Our programs require the highest level of thread support, i.e., the multiple
thread support. We found that MPI/Pro, which allows multiple threads to issue
MPI calls, worked well for our experiments.

Experimental setup
Our experimental runs were for combinations of the following:
Algorithm: We ran 3-pass columnsort, subblock columnsort, and M-columnsort.
For a baseline, we also ran just the I/O portions of three and four passes of
processes to share the one disk, slowing down per-process disk I/O. Since our programs were I/O
bound, we decided not to use two processes per node.
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columnsort. In this way, we can determine how much time of each run was
spent waiting for non-I/O activity.
Buffer size: For 3-pass columnsort, subblock columnsort, and M-columnsort, we
varied the buffer size (r). We report here results for buffer sizes of 2 24 and
225 bytes. Note that these buffer sizes, being in bytes, are not in terms of
number of records, and so they should not be construed as equaling M/P.
Record sizes varied between 64 and 128 bytes, but we found that the buffer
size mattered more than the record size.
Number of processors and volume of data: We ran various combinations with
4, 8, and 16 processors and with an amount of data varying from 4 GB up
to 32 GB. We did not run any experiments with less than 1 GB of data
per processor because file-caching effects masked the out-of-core nature of
the problem. We were unable to perform any runs with more than 2 GB of
data per processor due to disk-space limitations. We did not overwrite the
original data files so that we could verify the correctness of the output files.
Moreover, because our implementation requires a temporary file, the input,
output, and temporary files together induce a disk-space requirement of three
times that of the input file size. The cluster on which we ran our experiments
did not permit us to use much more than 6 GB of disk space per node. All
runs, therefore, were for either 1 GB or 2 GB of data per processor.
For a given algorithm and buffer size, we found that the amount of data per
processor was by far the most important factor in determining run time. Given the
large amount of disk I/O that each of the algorithms has to perform, this characteristic did not come as a surprise. We couch our results in terms of GB of data per
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Figure 4.4: Execution times, in seconds, for the three versions of columnsort plus baseline
I/O times for three and four passes.

processor.

Analysis of results
Figure 4.4 summarizes our experimental results. Each plotted point in the figure
represents the average of multiple runs of an algorithm with a given buffer size, but
with the number of processors and the record size varying. Variations in running
times were relatively small (within 10%). The horizontal axis is organized by total
number of GB of data sorted across all processors.
Due to the problem-size restriction of equation (3.1), 3-pass columnsort could
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not handle more than 4 GB of data. Results for 3-pass columnsort appear as single
points in Figure 4.4. For a buffer size of 2 25 bytes, the total time is just barely
above the baseline 3-pass I/O time; in other words, 3-pass columnsort is almost
purely I/O-bound. When we halve the buffer size, to 2 24 bytes, there are more
frequent switches between pipeline phases and so the I/O-boundedness diminishes
somewhat. We found that larger buffer sizes resulted in faster execution. We could
not make these buffers arbitrarily large because there is a limit on how large these
buffers can get until demand paging starts slowing down the execution.
Due to the perfect-square restriction on s in subblock columnsort, not all problem sizes were eligible to be run for a given value of r (i.e., for a given buffer
size). That is why the two lines plotted for subblock columnsort in Figure 4.4
cover disjoint problem sizes. With a buffer size of 2 25 bytes, the running times are
only slightly above the baseline 4-pass I/O time. (Recall that subblock columnsort
has one pass more than 3-pass columnsort.) Thus, subblock columnsort is substantially I/O-bound. With the smaller buffer size of 2 24 bytes, execution times
increase for the same reason as in 3-pass columnsort. Observe that each of the subblock columnsort lines rises only slightly as the volume of data sorted increases,
thus demonstrating our earlier claim that the volume of data per processor is the
most salient characteristic in determining execution time.
Figure 4.4 shows one particular advantage of M-columnsort over the other two
algorithms: we were able to run it at all four problem sizes. In fact, had sufficient
disk space been available, we could have run M-columnsort on up to one terabyte
total on 16 processors with 225 -byte buffers and 64-byte records. Execution times
are well above the baseline 3-pass I/O time, and so M-columnsort is not nearly as
I/O-bound as the other two algorithms. This fact is of course no surprise, since
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M-columnsort has a much more complicated in-core sort phase and also uses more
memory (due to the extra buffers required by the additional threads).
According to the performance results in Figure 4.4, M-columnsort was always
at least as fast as subblock columnsort. The primary reason that M-columnsort was
faster is that it makes only three passes over the data rather than four passes. For
a given buffer size, due to the perfect-square restriction on s, subblock columnsort
can handle fewer problem sizes than M-columnsort. Furthermore, for most realistic configuration sizes, M-columnsort can sort larger problem sizes than subblock
columnsort. By restrictions (1.2) and (1.3), M-columnsort can handle a larger
√
number of records than subblock columnsort if M 3/2 / 2 > (M/P)5/3 /42/3 or,
equivalently, if M < 32P 10 . For example, if P = 8 processors, then as long as the
total memory in the system holds fewer than 2 35 records, M-columnsort will sort
more records than subblock columnsort.

Chapter 5

Slabpose Columnsort
This chapter presents our new oblivious algorithm: slabpose columnsort. Just like
subblock columnsort and M-columnsort, slabpose columnsort relaxes the problemsize restriction. Unlike subblock columnsort and M-columnsort, however, slabpose
columnsort does so at no extra I/O or communication cost. We first describe the
algorithm and give a proof of its correctness. Next, we explain how a 3-pass implementation of this 10-step algorithm is possible. We conclude with a discussion
on the new problem-size restriction and some implementation notes.

5.1 The algorithm and proof of correctness
Slabpose columnsort is based on partitioning the mesh into several vertical “slabs,”
where we define a k-slab as a set of k consecutive columns, with the leftmost
column in the slab at an index that is a multiple of k. (The inspiration for using
slabs comes from the work of Marberg and Gafni [MG88] for sorting on a square
mesh.) When forming slabs, we assume that k is a divisor of s (and hence, by the
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Figure 5.1: k-slabpose and k-shuffle operations, shown for k = 3 on a 9 × 6 mesh. (a) A
k-slabpose operation. (b) A k-shuffle operation.

divisibility restriction, a divisor of r ). For a given value of k, there are s/k k-slabs;
since k is a divisor of s, so is s/k.
This algorithm requires two new operations, both of which are oblivious to the
data being sorted:
• A k-slabpose, shown in Figure 5.1(a), is a transpose and reshape operation, but within each k-slab. Just as step 2 of the original columnsort algorithm transposes the mesh and reshapes it back into an r × s arrangement,
a k-slabpose transposes within each k-slab and reshapes it back into an r × k
configuration.
• A k-shuffle, shown in Figure 5.1(b), is a permutation of the s columns of the
mesh in which we first take in order all columns whose indices are congruent
to 0 modulo k, then take in order all columns whose indices are congruent to
1 modulo k, then 2 modulo k, and so on. More precisely, to determine which
index column j maps to, let j = lk +m, where 0 ≤ l < s/k and 0 ≤ m < k;
then column j maps to index ms/k + l. Since l = b j/kc and m = j mod k,
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column j maps to index T j , where

T j = ( j mod k)s/k + b j/kc .

(5.1)

With these two new operations, we present the algorithm, which we call slabpose columnsort. Start by choosing any divisor k of s. Then perform the following
11 steps:
• Step 1 sorts each column.
• Step 2 performs a k-slabpose.
• Step 3 sorts each column.
• Step 4 is a k-shuffle.
• Step 5 performs an (s/k)-slabpose.
• Steps 6–11 are the same as steps 3–8 of the original columnsort algorithm.
This algorithm is oblivious. Note that because steps 4 and 5 are consecutive
and both perform fixed permutations, they can be replaced by a single step that
performs the composition of the k-shuffle and (s/k)-slabpose permutations. The
resulting algorithm would have 10 steps rather than 11. To ease understanding,
however, we shall focus on the 11-step formulation in the remainder of this section.
When k = 1, slabpose columnsort reduces to the original columnsort algorithm. Steps 2 and 4 become identity permutations, and so step 3 becomes redundant. Step 5 becomes a transpose-and-reshape operation over the whole mesh, just
like step 2 of the original columnsort algorithm.
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√
s, slabpose columnsort reduces to an algorithm similar to sub-

block columnsort, in terms of the number of passes, the complexity of each pass,
and the problem-size restriction; we intend to pursue this case in our future work.

Correctness of slabpose columnsort
Similar to our approach in Chapters 2 and 4, we shall assume a 0-1 input and show
that after step 7 of slabpose columnsort (which corresponds to step 4 of original
columnsort), the dirty area is at most half a column in size.
Lemma 5.1 Assuming a 0-1 input, after step 3 of slabpose columnsort, each kslab consists of some clean rows of 0s at the top, some clean rows of 1s at the
bottom, and at most k dirty rows between them.
Proof:

Steps 1–3 of slabpose columnsort are like steps 1–3 of original column-

sort, but run on each k-slab independently.

The proof then follows from

Lemma 2.1.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the mesh after step 3. The dirty rows in one k-slab bear no
relation to the dirty rows in any other k-slab, and so overall it is possible that up
to s rows in the mesh are still dirty. As the following lemma shows, steps 4 and 5
reduce the number of dirty rows in the entire mesh.
Lemma 5.2 Assuming a 0-1 input, after step 5 of slabpose columnsort, at most
(s/k)(dk 2 /se + 1) rows of the mesh are dirty.
Proof:

As Figure 5.2(b) shows, the k-shuffle of step 4 has the effect of creating k

(s/k)-slabs. For j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, the dirty part of the jth column is confined
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Figure 5.2: The mesh after steps 3, 4, and 5 of slabpose columnsort. (a) After step 3, there
are s/k k-slabs, and each k-slab has a dirty area at most k rows high. The dirty areas do
not necessarily align among k-slabs. (b) After step 4, there are k (s/k)-slabs. If we look
at the jth column of each slab, the dirty area is confined to the same set of rows. (c) After
step 5, within each set of r k/s consecutive rows, the dirty rows are confined to the same
set of dk 2 /se + 1 rows.

to the same set of k rows in each of the (s/k)-slabs. Since s/k is a divisor of r , the
(s/k)-slabpose operation of step 5 permutes each column within an (s/k)-slab into
a set of r/(s/k) = r k/s consecutive rows within the same (s/k)-slab. Figure 5.2(c)
illustrates the result. Because the jth column of each (s/k)-slab forms the jth set
of rk/s consecutive rows, and the dirty part of the jth column is confined to the
same set of rows in each of the (s/k)-slabs, we see that within each set of r k/s
consecutive rows, the dirty rows are confined to the same set of rows.
Next we determine how many rows within each set of rk/s consecutive rows
are dirty. Because the dirty rows align among (s/k)-slabs, we need examine just
a single (s/k)-slab. Prior to step 5, any given column of an (s/k)-slab has a dirty
area at most k rows high. When these k values are moved into rows of width s/k,
they fall into at most dk/(s/k)e + 1 = dk 2 /se + 1 rows.
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Since there are s/k sets of r k/s consecutive rows, the total number of dirty
rows after step 5 is at most (s/k)(dk 2 /se + 1).
Theorem 5.3 As long as k is chosen as a divisor of s, s is a divisor of r , and
r ≥ (2s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se + 1), slabpose columnsort sorts correctly.
Proof:

If we assume a 0-1 input, then by Lemma 5.2, there are at most

(s/k)(dk 2 /se + 1) dirty rows after step 5. After step 6 (which sorts each column),
there are clean rows of 0s at the top of the mesh, clean rows of 1s at the bottom, and
at most (s/k)(dk 2 /se+1) dirty rows between them. Since the dirty area is at most s
columns wide, it is confined to an area of the mesh of size (s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se+1). After
step 7, which is a full reshape-and-transpose, when we read the mesh in columnmajor order, the dirty area is confined to at most (s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se + 1) consecutive
entries. By Lemma 2.4, as long as this dirty area is at most half a column in size, the
final four steps produce a sorted 0-1 output. This bound on the dirty area’s size—
(s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se + 1) ≤ r/2—is equivalent to the condition r ≥ (2s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se + 1)
in the theorem statement. Noting that slabpose columnsort is oblivious and applying the 0-1 Principle completes the proof.

5.2 A 3-pass implementation
In this section, we describe a 3-pass implementation of one particular case of slabpose columnsort. We set the parameter k of slabpose columnsort to be equal to the
number of processors in the out-of-core setting, i.e., k = P. Hereafter, we assume
that k = P in any implementation of slabpose columnsort.
The out-of-core setting is inherited from our earlier implementations [CCW01,
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CC02, CHC03, CCH]. The three passes of the out-of-core implementation are
structured so that the first pass performs steps 1–5 of slabpose columnsort and
passes 2 and 3 together perform steps 6–11 of slabpose columnsort.
First, we elaborate how steps 1–5 of slabpose columnsort can be completed in
one single pass over the data. We then explain why passes 2 and 3 of slabpose
columnsort are the same as passes 2 and 3, respectively, of 3-pass columnsort.

5.2.1 Pass 1 performs steps 1–5
In all our implementations, we have been assuming that column j maps to processor P j mod P . We shall refer to this mapping as the P-cyclic mapping. We will
show that if we stick to the P-cyclic mapping, step 4 of slabpose columnsort has
several rather severe performance drawbacks. Then, we will explain how we can
overcome all of these drawbacks by carefully changing the column-to-processor
mapping for a few chosen steps.

Step 4 with the P-cyclic mapping
In each communication phase of all the passes of all our implementations so far,
each processor receives M/P records. First, we will show how it is possible that
some processors receive many more than M/P records, if we assume the P-cyclic
mapping in step 4 of slabpose columnsort. We will then point out some performance implications of this fact.
To show that a processor can receive more than M/P records, consider step 4
(the P-shuffle) of any round, say round x. According to the P-cyclic mapping, in round x, processor Pi has the column numbered j = x P + i. Let T j
be the target column of column j , according to the P-shuffle. By formula (5.1),
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with k = P, j mod P = i, and b j/Pc = x, we have T j = is/P + x. According
to the P-cyclic mapping, T j maps to the processor numbered T j mod P. Now,
consider the case in which P divides s/P, 1 implying that T j mod P = x mod P.
Therefore, if P divides s/P, all P columns in the memory of the system map to one
single processor, namely P x mod P , implying that P x mod P will receive M records.
This situation leads to the following performance drawbacks:
• All M records go to processor P x mod P , leading to highly unbalanced communication.
• Since each processor can hold only M/P records in its memory, processor Px mod P needs to somehow manage the M records that it receives.
• Processor P x mod P must write these M records to its disks. Because all the
other processors receive no records, they must wait for processor P x mod P to
finish its write operation, which leads to highly unbalanced I/O as well.
• The first pass must end with step 4, since the M records must be written out
to disks. Step 5, therefore, will need another pass over the data.

Steps 1–5 in our implementation
Now, we explain how, by carefully changing the column-to-processor mapping in
some steps, we not only overcome the performance drawbacks mentioned above,
but we do so while requiring step 4 to perform no communication whatsoever.
We first define a new way to map columns to processors: the (s/P)-blocked
mapping.

According to the (s/P)-blocked mapping, the first s/P columns

1 This assumption is true in all our experiments.
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map to P0 , the next s/P columns map to P1 , and so on. That is, columns
with indices {0, 1, 2, . . . , (s/P − 1)} map to processor P 0 , columns with indices {(s/P), (s/P)+1, . . . , 2s/P −1} map to processor P 1 , and so on. In general,
column j maps to processor P b j/(s/P)c . We observe that according to the (s/P)blocked mapping, processor Pi owns the ith (s/P)-slab.
Similar to most passes in our implementations, pass 1 of slabpose columnsort
proceeds in s/P rounds. In any given round x of this pass, where 0 ≤ x < s/P,
a column goes through seven phases. The mapping of columns to processors differs among some phases. When we say that a phase assumes a given column-toprocessor mapping M, we mean that at the end of the phase, each column should
reside with the processor that owns this column according to the mapping M. Below, we describe the seven phases, specifying the column-to-processor mapping
assumed in each individual phase:
• Read phase (P-cyclic mapping). Each processor reads in a column. In
round x, processor Pi reads the column numbered j = x P + i. After the
read phase, the xth P-slab is in the internal memory of the system.
• First sort phase (P-cyclic mapping). This phase corresponds to step 1 of
slabpose columnsort. Each processor sorts the r = M/P records in its local
memory.
• Communicate phase (P-cyclic mapping). This phase corresponds to step 2, a
P-slabpose, of slabpose columnsort. An all-to-all communication performs
the P-slabpose on the xth P-slab. At the end of this phase, each processor
has P sorted runs, where each run has r/P records.
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• Second sort phase (P-cyclic mapping). This phase corresponds to step 3 of
slabpose columnsort. Each processor sorts the r records in its local memory.
Since the r records are composed of P sorted runs, this step is a recursive
merge sort with just lg P levels of recursion.
• Shuffle phase ((s/P)-blocked mapping). This phase corresponds to step 4, a
P-shuffle, of slabpose columnsort. Surprisingly, this phase is just a no-op,
i.e., each processor does nothing.
Let us see why each processor does nothing in the shuffle phase. By formula (5.1), with k = P, j mod P = i, and b j/Pc = x, column j maps to column
T j = is/P + x. We know that column j maps to processor P i according to the
P-cyclic mapping, the mapping prior to the shuffle phase. For the shuffle phase
to be a no-op, it is enough to show that column T j maps to processor Pi as well,
albeit according to the (s/P)-blocked mapping, the mapping that the shuffle phase
assumes. By the definition of the (s/P)-blocked mapping, column T j maps to the
processor numbered bT j /(s/P)c = i. Therefore, according to the (s/P)-blocked
mapping, column T j maps to processor Pi , thus proving that the shuffle phase is a
no-op.
• Permute phase ((s/P)-blocked mapping). To execute step 5 of slabpose
columnsort, each processor performs an (s/P)-slabpose on one slab. According to the (s/P)-blocked mapping, processor P i owns columns with
indices {i(s/P), i(s/P) + 1, . . . , (i + 1)(s/P) − 1}, i.e., P i owns the ith
(s/P)-slab. Therefore, each processor owns one of the P (s/P)-slabs, implying that the (s/P)-slabpose requires no communication.
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• Write phase ((s/P)-blocked mapping). Each processor writes out the r
records in its local memory to its disks.

5.2.2 Passes 2 and 3 perform steps 6–11
Here, we describe how the last two passes of subblock columnsort are the same as
the last two passes of 3-pass columnsort.

Pass 2 performs steps 6 and 7
In pass 2 of slabpose columnsort, we assume the P-cyclic mapping, just as in pass 2
of 3-pass columnsort. Note that pass 2 of slabpose columnsort and pass 2 of 3-pass
columnsort execute the same steps: sort each column and then do a reshape-andtranspose operation on the entire mesh. The mapping prior to step 2 of slabpose
columnsort is different from the mapping prior to step 2 of 3-pass columnsort. In
slabpose columnsort, since the column-to-processor mapping at the end of pass 1
is (s/P)-blocked, the mapping prior to step 2 is (s/P)-blocked as well.
We claim that pass 2 of slabpose columnsort is identical to pass 2 of 3-pass
columnsort, despite the difference in the column-to-processor mappings prior to
step 2. In other words, slabpose columnsort can revert back to the P-cyclic mapping from pass 2 onward. Each processor can execute pass 2 as if the mapping has
always been P-cyclic.
To prove our claim, we argue the following about slabpose columnsort: step 6
is independent of any column-to-processor mapping, and step 7 is independent of
the mapping prior to pass 2. Step 6 just sorts each individual column and therefore
is independent of the column-to-processor mapping. In other words, each processor can locally sort the column it has in its local memory without violating the
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reshape-and-transpose
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14 16 18










Figure 5.3: The operation of the reshape-and-transpose step of columnsort. For simplicity,
we choose this small 6 × 3 mesh to illustrate the step.

correctness of the algorithm.
At the beginning of step 7, it does not matter which column is stored on which
processor. Figure 5.3 illustrates the mechanics of step 7. Let us examine any single column, say column j. Step 7 distributes the r elements in column j among
all s columns of the mesh, with r/s elements each. An element in row i of column j maps to column bi/r c; this target column number depends only on the row
number i and not on the column number j. Due to the placement observation of
Section 2.2, the placement of an element within a column is immaterial. Therefore,
step 7 is independent of the mapping prior to pass 2.

Pass 3 performs steps 8–11
Pass 3 of slabpose columnsort is identical to pass 3 of 3-pass columnsort.
Given that the column-to-processor mapping of pass 3 of both algorithms is the
same (P-cyclic), and given that steps 8–11 of slabpose columnsort are the same as
steps 5–8 of 3-pass columnsort, this observation does not come as a surprise.
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5.3 Problem-size bound of the 3-pass implementation
As shown in Section 5.1, as long as k is chosen as a divisor of s, s is a divisor of r, and r ≥ (2s 2 /k)(dk 2 /se + 1), slabpose columnsort sorts correctly. In
our case, since k = P, the restriction on the height of the column translates
to r ≥ (2s 2 /P)(dP 2 /se + 1).
We consider two cases:
• Case 1: P 2 ≤ s, implying that dP 2 /se + 1 = 2, which in turn implies that
the restriction r ≥ 4s 2 /P suffices. Letting r = M/P and s = N/r , we get
the problem-size restriction

N ≤ (M/P)

3/2

√

P
.
2

(5.2)

As compared with the problem-size restriction (3.1) of 3-pass columnsort,
√
this problem-size restriction is relaxed by a factor of P. Note that slabpose columnsort does the same amount of I/O and communication as 3-pass
columnsort. Therefore, this improvement in problem-size restriction comes
at almost no performance cost.
• Case 2: P 2 > s, implying that dP 2 /se ≥ 1 and dP 2 /se + 1 ≤ 2P 2 /s. Here,
the restriction r ≥ 4s P suffices, since
r

≥ 4s P
= (2s 2 /P)(2P 2 /s)
≥ (2s 2 /P)(dP 2 /se + 1) .
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Letting r = M/P and s = N/r, we get the problem-size restriction
N≤

(M/P)2
.
4P

(5.3)

Although the exponent of M/P in this restriction is much better than that
of restriction (5.2), the maximum problem size decreases as we increase the
number of processors. As long as (M/P) 1/3 /41/3 ≥ P, however, this limit
will be better than that of restriction (5.2). Therefore, we have this crossover
point in terms of the number of processors; increasing the number of processors beyond this point makes the problem-size restriction worse than that
of restriction (5.2). This crossover point, however, improves with increases
in the amount of memory per processor. For example, if M/P = 2 21 , this
crossover point is 64 processors, whereas if M/P = 2 24 , this crossover point
is 128 processors.

5.4 Implementation notes
Slabpose columnsort differs from 3-pass columnsort only in the first pass. Furthermore, this difference is restricted to the permute phase. In the first pass of 3-pass
columnsort, the permute phase rearranges records in the correct order of writing.
In the first pass of slabpose columnsort, however, since the shuffle phase is a noop, the second sort phase can be combined into the permute phase, adding to the
complexity of the permute phase.

Chapter 6

Performance Modeling and
Lower Bounds
This chapter presents a simple technique for computing a lower bound on the execution time of a given run of our program. Our lower bound is based on the
simplistic assumption that there is no interdependence among the I/O, communication, and computation portions of our implementations. This assumption implies
that the execution time is dominated by the most heavily used of the three resources: disks, network, and the CPUs. Even when there is no interdependence
among various operations, the total time that each resource is in use depends heavily on the I/O, communication, and computation patterns of an implementation;
our lower bound takes these patterns into account. We shall see how the paradigm
of oblivious algorithms plays a role in turning this rather naive lower bound into a
realistic one.
Our main goal behind calculating lower bounds is to establish a framework in
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which to evaluate the observed performance of our implementations. As we shall
see in the next chapter, our five threaded implementations perform as expected, for
the most part, relative to one another. This chapter devises a method, however, that
allows us to assess the performance of each implementation in isolation. By assessing an implementation, we mean determining whether the implementation actually
achieves maximum overlap among I/O, communication, and computation. Once
we fix the underlying algorithm and our out-of-core setting, the amount of I/O that
an implementation needs to perform is fixed; so are the amounts of communication
and computation. Hence, we consider efficient overlapping to be the main factor
in determining the quality of our implementations.
We start with a description of Jefferson, our experimental testbed. Next, we
discuss initial tuning of some input parameters of our program. We then outline
the main issues in modeling the performance of an application such as ours, while
formally describing the problem of calculating the most realistic lower bound. We
then discuss the limitations of an ideal solution to this problem and describe the
solution that we have adopted. Finally, we present the lower bounds on execution
times for various combinations of problem size and number of processors. In the
next chapter, we compare these lower bounds with the the observed performance,
demonstrating that the two are a close match.

6.1 Jefferson
Although the technique presented in this chapter should work for any platform, the
results of the technique are not platform-independent. In other words, predictions
for one platform do not necessarily translate into predictions for another platform.
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Since we apply these techniques to experimental runs on Jefferson, a description
of Jefferson is necessary.
Jefferson is a Beowulf cluster of 32 dual 2.8-GHz Intel Xeon nodes. Each
node has 4 GB of RAM and an Ultra-320 36-GB hard drive. The nodes run Redhat
Linux 8.0 and are connected with a high-speed Myrinet network. We use the C
stdio interface for disk I/O, the pthreads package of Linux, and standard synchronous MPI calls within threads. Just as on Borg, we use the MPI/Pro package
for MPI calls.
We make certain assumptions about the resources on each node of Jefferson.
Although each node has two CPUs, we run only one process on each node. We
do assume, however, that two computation threads within the same process can
proceed simultaneously, each running on one of the two CPUs. Also, given the
full-duplex and dual-port setup of Myrinet on Jefferson, we assume that there are
two communication channels. In other words, we assume that two communicate
threads can be active simultaneously, each running on one of the two channels.
When we say that a thread is active, we mean that it is executing its code, instead
of waiting.

6.2 Tuning input parameters
In this section, we review the input parameters of our program. We have developed
five implementations: 4-pass columnsort, 3-pass columnsort, subblock columnsort, M-columnsort, and slabpose columnsort. All five implementations are a part
of one unified program. In a given run of this program, we choose the desired implementation by way of run-time parameters. We use the word “program” to refer
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to our single unified program and the word “implementation” to refer to one of the
five underlying algorithms.
Throughout this chapter, we assume that all programs are threaded. We also
assume that each thread uses exactly one of the three resources: disk, network, and
CPU.1
We start by listing the parameters for our program. Some of these parameters
are independent of our experimental testbed, such as N and P (except that P is
at most the number of nodes in our cluster). Some parameters, on the other hand,
depend heavily on the testbed; these parameters need to be tuned to achieve the
best performance. The last two subsections discuss the tuning of two parameters:
the number of buffers and the buffer size.

6.2.1 Input parameters
Any run of our program requires the following input parameters:
• Input file: the name of the file where the initial unsorted data resides.
• Output file: the name of the file where the final sorted data must reside.
• N : the number of records to be sorted.
• Record size: the size of each record, in bytes.
• P: the number of processors.
• Passes: the number of passes, either 3 or 4.
1 In our program, each thread performs exactly one of I/O, communication, and computation. The
underlying implementations of disk I/O and communication, however, might (and almost always do)
use the CPU for scheduling or copying data into extra buffers.
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• r: the number of records in each buffer. We denote the size of each buffer in
bytes by R.
• g: the number of buffers in the global pool.
• Algorithm: one of the five threaded implementations.

6.2.2 Tuning the number of buffers
Here, we present a theoretical upper bound on g, and we compare it to what we
saw in our experimental runs.
For good performance, it is important to achieve maximum overlap among I/O,
communication, and computation. Therefore, we need to accurately determine g ∗ ,
the number of buffers required for maximum overlap.
Our programs rely on multiple buffers. Let us recall how each implementation
uses buffers. Our program proceeds in a number of passes over the data. Each pass
is composed of a certain number of rounds. Each round, depending on the pass, is
a pipeline of a certain number of phases. Each phase performs exactly one of I/O,
communication, or computation. Using multiple buffers allows distinct rounds to
execute simultaneously, thereby allowing I/O, communication, and computation to
overlap.
Our theoretical upper bound is based on the maximum number of threads that
can be active simultaneously. Let T be the set of threads in an implementation, and
let Q be the set of resources. Furthermore, let T Q be the a subset of T such that no
two threads in TQ use the same resource. Our theoretical upper bound on g ∗ is TQ .
Since each thread works on exactly one buffer at a time, the value |T | induces an
upper bound on g ∗ . This upper bound, however, can be rather conservative. For
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4-pass columnsort
3-pass columnsort
M-columnsort

TQ
3
4
5
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g∗
3
4
5,6

Table 6.1: The number of buffers required to achieve maximum overlap for 4-pass columnsort, 3-pass columnsort, and M-columnsort. The theoretical upper bound is TQ , the maximum number of threads such that no two of them use the same resource. The rightmost
column, g ∗ , shows the value that corresponded to fastest run times in practice.

example, if each processor had a single disk, and if all threads were I/O threads,
then only one thread could be running at any given point in time. Therefore, we
need to consider T along with Q, the set of resources. Since TQ is the maximum
number of threads that can be active simultaneously, it induces a a tighter upper
bound on g ∗ .
To verify our theoretical upper bound, we ran several experiments with different values of g. Since the thread structure of both slabpose columnsort and
subblock columnsort is the same as that of 3-pass columnsort, we ran our experiments for just three implementations: 4-pass columnsort, 3-pass columnsort, and
M-columnsort. Table 6.1 shows the theoretical upper bound TQ , along with the
value g ∗ that yielded the best results in practice. For each implementation, at least
one of the observed values of g ∗ matches TQ .

6.2.3 Tuning the buffer size
Not surprisingly, we found the performance of our program to be sensitive to the
buffer size. In each pass, the buffer size determines both the number of rounds
and the performance of each round. The larger the buffers, the fewer the rounds,
meaning that the program performs fewer disk I/Os, but each disk I/O transfers
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more data. I/O subsystems usually perform better in this scenario, since transferring more data hides the seek time. After a certain point, however, the buffer size
becomes so large that even the communication and computation operations on the
buffer start paging, thus far outweighing the gains from better I/O performance.
We found that when the record size is not fixed, the performance of our program
depends more on the buffer size in bytes (i.e., R), rather than the buffer size in
records (i.e., r ). We ran several experiments, varying the value of R. The two values of R that gave the best results for all the implementations were the same: 64
MB and 128 MB.

6.3 Modeling the system
In this section, we first describe a way to formally represent a threaded application
running in an environment with multiple, yet restricted, resources. Next, we discuss an ideal approach toward calculating a lower bound on the performance, along
with the limitations of the approach. Finally, we present our technique; along the
way we discuss the simplifying assumptions that we make.

6.3.1 Performance model: The problem statement
Our model is based on two assumptions. First, we assume that it suffices to model
the performance of a single processor. Since the I/O and communication patterns
of our program are oblivious to the data and are completely balanced across all
processors, both the sequence and the type of jobs on all processors are almost
identical. Thus, we shall formulate the problem as if there was just one processor,
say Pi . We model the existence of multiple processors by accounting for them in
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terms of the running time of the various communicate phases of P i . We shall refer
to this assumption as the symmetric-processors assumption. Appendix A.3 shows
that, assuming homogeneous processors with identical job sets, there always exists
an optimal schedule of jobs that is also symmetric across processors.
Second, we assume that the first round of a pass starts only after the last round
of the previous pass completes. With this assumption, we can focus on the lower
bound of a single pass at a time. The final lower bound on performance , therefore,
will just be the addition of the lower bounds of the individual passes.
We refer to each phase of each round as one job. From here on, we use the
terms “phase” and “job” interchangeably. Each processor, therefore, has a set of
jobs to finish. Given that these jobs can have sequential dependencies and resource
requirements, the goal is to figure out the minimum amount of time required by a
processor to complete all the jobs.
Here is a formal specification of our problem, which we shall refer to as the
optimum-performance problem.

Input
• Jobs. Each processor has a set J = {J1 , J2 , . . . , Jn } of n jobs. Let Ti be the
units of time that it takes to complete job Ji . If Ji starts at time t, it finishes
at time t + Ti .
• Interpretation of Ti for a communication job Ji . Communication jobs require
participation of multiple processors. For a communication job J i , let P 0 be
the set of processors involved. By Ti , we mean the time to complete Ji , given
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that all the processors in P 0 start the communication job Ji at the same time.2
• Resources. Each processor has a set Q = {q 1 , q2 , . . . , qm } of m resources.
Each job uses a single resource from the set of m resources. We use the
term Q i to refer to the resource required by Ji .
• Sequentiality constraints. We have a list Seq of pairs of jobs, such that if
(Ji , Jk ) ∈ Seq, it means that job Ji must finish before job Jk can be started.
• Resource constraints. If Q i = Q k , then jobs Ji and Jk must not overlap.
Output
Given the set J of jobs, along with their execution times and resource requirements,
the solution is the minimum time, say B ∗ , required to complete all jobs, without
violating the two constraints. We assume that the start time of a job can be as early
as t = 0.

6.3.2 The ideal solution
As it turns out, the optimum-performance problem is NP-hard [GJ79, ABP98]. In
fact, it is well known in the scheduling research community as the P | prec | C max
problem.
Our goal is to compute a lower bound on B ∗ . Removing both constraints of
sequentiality and resource usage results in a trivial but unrealistic lower bound:
schedule all jobs at t = 0. Instead, we consider the lower bound obtained by
2 By the symmetric-processors assumption, each processor schedules its jobs similarly, implying
that Ji will be started at the same time on all processors in P 0 .
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removing only the sequentiality constraints. The next subsection describes our
algorithm.

6.3.3 Our lower-bound algorithm
Our algorithm assumes that there are no sequentiality constraints. This assumption
implies that we can schedule the jobs on each resource independently of every other
resource. Given this assumption, along with the input parameters to the optimumperformance problem, our algorithm calculates B ∗ , the minimum time, as follows:
1. For each resource qi , calculate Bq∗i , the total completion time for all the jobs
in Uqi , as
Bq∗i =

X

Tk .

Jk ∈Uqi

2. Calculate B ∗ as
B ∗ = max(Bq∗1 , Bq∗2 , . . . , Bq∗m ) .
Therefore, whichever resource takes the longest to complete its set of jobs
dictates the total running time of the pass.
For an algorithm with multiple passes, we calculate B ∗ for each pass, and then
we add them all up to get the total running time for the program.

6.4 Our lower bound results
This section describes the process of actually computing the lower bound on the
running time for a given combination of the problem size, the number of processors, and the algorithm. We first describe how we instantiate the optimum-
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performance problem with our out-of-core sorting program and the cluster environment. Next, we outline how to determine the total completion time for each
individual resource. Finally, we use our algorithm to calculate lower bounds on the
running times of several combinations of problem size and number of processors,
while analyzing the performance trends that emerge.

6.4.1 Instantiating the problem
The instantiation problem is to create an instance of the optimum-performance
problem, given the cluster environment and the input parameters of our out-ofcore sorting program. The cluster environment determines the resources and the
completion time for any given job. The input parameters, such as N , R, and the
implementation (slabpose columnsort, for example), determine the set of jobs. The
challenge of the instantiation problem is to come up with the Ti values, i.e., to
determine the completion time for each job Ji . As before, each phase of each
round is a job, requiring us to know beforehand how long each phase takes. Let
us examine the typical size of the set of jobs. Most passes have s/P rounds, and
each round has between 5 and 11 phases, leading to at least 5s/P jobs per pass.
Typical values of s/P range from 256 to 2048, implying that a given pass can have
as many as 10240 jobs.
To avoid having to figure out how long each job takes, we make the following
assumption: all rounds within a pass are identical. That is, phase 1 of round 1
takes the same amount of time as phase 1 of any other round, and similarly for
all phases. This assumption greatly reduces the number of distinct jobs in the set
of jobs. For example, for a pass in which each of the s/P rounds has 5 phases,
the number of distinct jobs reduces to 5. In our program, this assumption actually
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holds for all but the in-core sort phases. Since the I/O and communication steps
of our algorithm are oblivious to the data, all I/O and the communicate phases do
the same amount of work in each round. The in-core sorting phases, however, can
differ across rounds. In each round of each pass, both the amount of sortedness in
the buffer and the in-core sorting mechanism used to sort the buffer are identical.
The actual key values can still potentially affect the running time, however. We
shall describe later how we estimate the running times for the various phases.
Given the problem size N , the number of processors P, the algorithm A, and
a pass number p, we perform the following steps to construct an instance of the
optimum-performance problem:
• Set the values for g and R, using the results of the tuning methods described
in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
• Calculate r and s. Once we know what R is, we get r , the buffer size in
records, by dividing R by the record size in bytes. Consequently, s = N/r .
• Determine the resources. There are 5 resources: one disk, two network channels, and two CPUs.
• Determine the jobs, i.e., the set J . Since each phase is one job, we can talk
about jobs in terms of phases. Let there be k phases (or jobs) J1 , J2 , . . . , Jk
in each round of pass number p. Since all rounds are identical, there are s/P
copies of each of these k jobs.
• Determine the resource usage Q i for each job Ji . Since each phase uses
exactly one resource, there is a mapping of phases to resources. In our program, we map the read and the write phases to the one disk. In all algorithms
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but M-columnsort, we have at most two communicate phases; we map one to
each of the channels. Pass 3 of M-columnsort has four communicate phases;
we map two to each channel. The mapping of compute (i.e., sort and permute) phases happens similarly. When there are multiple sort phases, we
divide them equally among the two CPUs. 3 Since all rounds are identical,
all the copies of a job are mapped to the same resource.
• Estimate Ti for each job Ji . Estimating the Ti values is the least straightforward part of this instantiation process. The next subsection describes how to
estimate the Ti values for I/O, communication, and computation jobs.

6.4.2 Estimating the Ti values: Exploratory runs
For a given pass, we estimate the Ti values, the times per phase, by first conducting some exploratory runs of our program. Besides achieving its main goal of
estimating the Ti values, a hidden goal of this step is to keep the number of exploratory runs low. We can always perform one exploratory run for every real run
of the program, which is clearly redundant. For each type of job—namely I/O,
communication, and computation—we have identified the main parameters of our
out-of-core sorting program that cause the completion time to vary significantly.
We call such parameters critical. For example, an obvious critical parameter for a
communication job is P, the number of processors, since a communication phase
involving 16 processors typically takes more time than a communication phase involving fewer than 16 processors. For any job, the number of critical parameters
3 Since a typical sort phase takes much longer than a typical permute phase, we make sure that
each CPU gets an approximately equal share of both sort and permute phases. We need to make this
assumption in order to use the result of this analysis as a lower bound.
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dictates the number of exploratory runs required for estimation.

Estimating I/O times
We considered just one critical parameter of I/O times: per-processor problem
size in bytes. By per-processor problem size, we mean the total amount of data
per processor, in bytes, i.e., (N/P)x, where x is the record size in bytes. Due
to disk-space limitations, not all per-processor problem sizes were possible. Our
experiments cover only two per-processor problem sizes: 4 GB and 8 GB.
To estimate I/O times, we ran separate I/O tests that read and write a file of a
given size in almost the same pattern as our program. We measured the time for a
few passes, and we extrapolated the per-pass I/O time from the measured time. To
calculate the per-phase I/O time, we divide the per-pass I/O time by the number of
rounds.

Estimating communication and computation times
For estimating both communication times and computation times, we ran a few
experiments, varying the critical parameters of both communication and computation. In each exploratory run, we fix the parameter g to be 1 and augment the
program with some profiling code. Notice that with g = 1, at most one thread
can be active at any time, and it runs without preemption. Hence, having just one
buffer sequentializes the threads. The profiling code measures the per-pass time
that each thread considers itself active. In each exploratory run, therefore, each
thread ti records a single value per pass: the total time that it considered itself active. To get the per-phase time for each thread, we just divide the total time by the
number of rounds. Again, we note that this per-phase time will be parameterized
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by the critical parameters. For example, one completion time for a communicate
phase was the following:
A pairwise communication involving 8 processors, with a buffer size
of 128 MB takes 1.55 seconds.
We considered three parameters to be critical for a communication operation:
• Communication type. Each communication phase of our program is one of
the following two types: pairwise or all-to-all. In a pairwise communication, each processor exchanges records with one other processor. In an allto-all communication, each processor exchanges records with every other
processor. The timings for the two types are not only different, they scale
differently with an increase in the number of processors.
• R, the buffer size. Obviously, the size of the buffer will dictate how long
each communication phase takes.
• P, the number of processors. Typically, increasing the number of processors
increases the communication time, for a given buffer size.
Computation phases include both sorting and permutation phases. Here is a list
of the critical parameters for computation:
• A, the algorithm, and p, the pass number. We recall that some of the sorting
phases receive data that is completely unsorted, whereas some receive data
that is partially sorted; the extent of unsortedness depends on A and p. Not
surprisingly, the extent of unsortedness affects the time to sort the data.
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• N , the problem size. The problem size does affect the computation time,
since, as discussed in Section 3.1, the effect of the partial-sorting optimization diminishes with an increase in problem size.
• R, the buffer size. Not surprisingly, the amount of data being sorted or permuted affects the times it takes to sort or permute it.
We performed a few exploratory runs to estimate the communication and computation times. We did not write any extra code for the exploratory runs, aside from
the profiling code. Our exploratory runs were just normal runs of our program, with
g = 1, and with the profiling code switched on.

6.4.3 Predicted running times of our program
We predict the running times of our program as follows:
• Given the input parameters to our out-of-core sorting program, we estimate
I/O, communication, and computation times.
• We then calculate the total execution time per resource, per pass, using our
estimated Ti values.
• We compute the total per-pass completion time as the longest time taken by
any resource.
• The total execution time for the program is then just the combined total of
the times of all the passes.
For each of the five implementations, we predict the running times for various combinations of the number of processors and the problem sizes. Across all
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our experiments, there are only two values for per-processor problem size: 4 GB
and 8 GB. In the rest of the thesis, we shall refer to these two scenarios as the 4-GB
case, and the 8-GB case, respectively. Since each node has 4 GB of memory, we
did not consider per-processor problem sizes less than 4 GB. As mentioned before,
we could not run experiments with more than 8 GB of data per processor due to
disk-space limitations.
We present our predicted execution times in two sets, one for each of the two
per-processor problem sizes. Due to disk-caching effects, we believe that the 8-GB
case is more representative of an out-of-core sort than the 4-GB case.

4 GB of data per processor
Figure 6.1 shows the predicted lower bounds for our five threaded implementations,
for several problem sizes that all have 4 GB of data per processor. For each problem
size in GB, the number of processors is just the problem size in GB, divided by 4.
The figure also shows two straight lines, representing baseline I/O times for three
and four passes.
The timings for 3-pass columnsort and slabpose columnsort are very close to
the 3-pass baseline I/O time, suggesting that these two algorithms are fairly I/O
bound. Similarly, the timings for 4-pass columnsort and slabpose columnsort, both
with 4 passes, are very close to the 4-pass baseline I/O time.
The only exception, and a major one, to the I/O-boundedness is M-columnsort.
Even though M-columnsort has just 3 passes, it performs substantially more
communication and computation than 3-pass columnsort. The timings of Mcolumnsort suggest that 3-pass columnsort, the predecessor of M-columnsort, must
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Figure 6.1: Predicted lower bounds on completion times, with 4 GB as the per-processor
problem size. The times are on the vertical axis, in seconds. For each of subblock columnsort, slabpose columnsort, and M-columnsort, the figure shows completion times for four
problem sizes. For 4-pass and 3-pass columnsort, however, a problem size of more than 32
GB was not possible, due to the problem-size restriction. The two straight lines represent
the baseline I/O times for three and four passes.

not be I/O-bounded enough to hide the extra communication and computation. 4
The figure also shows some scalability issues. As the problem size (and therefore the number of processors) increases, the predicted time goes up. This increase
does not come as a surprise since communication times increase with the number
4 In fact, when we looked at the total disk time for 3-pass columnsort, it was quite close to the
total communication time for the passes where the communication type is all-to-all. Furthermore,
the total computation time for the first pass (where the data is completely unsorted) was almost as
much as the total I/O time for the first pass, suggesting that 3-pass columnsort is not I/O-bound by a
large amount.
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Figure 6.2: Lower bounds on completion times, with 8 GB as the per-processor problem
size. The times are on the vertical axis, in seconds. For each of subblock columnsort, slabpose columnsort, and M-columnsort, the figure shows completion times for four problem
sizes. For 4-pass and 3-pass columnsort, however, only two problem sizes, 16 and 32 GB,
were possible. The two straight lines represent the baseline I/O times for three and four
passes.

of processors, and the computation times increase with the problem size (due to
the partial-sorting optimization).

8 GB data per processor
Figure 6.2 shows the lower bounds for our five threaded implementations, for several problem sizes that all have 8 GB of data per processor. For each problem size
in GB, the number of processors is just the problem size in GB, divided by 8. As
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in the 4-GB case, there are two straight lines, representing baseline I/O times for
three and four passes.
Except for the increased extent of I/O boundedness, the trends in the 8-GB case
are the same as those in the 4-GB case. Since the 8-GB case is more I/O bound,
the increase in execution times, as the problem size increases, is less pronounced.

Chapter 7

Performance Results on Jefferson
This chapter presents the results of our experiments on Jefferson. After outlining
our experimental setup, we analyze the performance of our five threaded implementations. We conclude with a comparison of our results with the lower bounds
calculated in Chapter 6.

7.1 Experimental setup
Our experimental runs were for combinations of the following:
Algorithm: We ran 4-pass columnsort, 3-pass columnsort, subblock columnsort,
slabpose columnsort, and M-columnsort. For a baseline, we also ran just
the I/O portions of three and four passes of columnsort. Recall that 4-pass
columnsort and subblock columnsort make 4 passes over the data, while
subblock columnsort, M-columnsort, and 3-pass columnsort make 3 passes
over the data.
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Buffer size: For all our implementations except for subblock columnsort, the
buffer size used is 64 MB. For subblock columnsort, since s has to be a
perfect square, some problem sizes were impossible using 64 MB buffers;
we used 128 MB buffers in such cases. Note that these buffer sizes, being
in bytes, are not in terms of number of records, and so they should not be
construed as equaling M/P. The record size in all experiments is 64 bytes.
Number of processors and volume of data: We

ran

various

combinations

with 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors and with an amount of data varying
from 8 GB up to 128 GB. We did not run any experiments with less
than 4 GB of data per processor because file-caching effects masked the
out-of-core nature of the problem. We were unable to perform any runs with
more than 8 GB of data per processor due to disk-space limitations.

7.2 Relative performance of the five threaded implementations
In this section, we review various aspects of the observed performance of our five
implementations. We shall first examine how I/O bounded each implementation
was. Then, we compare the performance of the 4-pass and the 3-pass implementations of columnsort. Finally, we analyze the running times of our three algorithms
that relax the problem-size restriction: slabpose columnsort, subblock columnsort,
and M-columnsort.
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Figure 7.1: Ratio of observed running time vs. the baseline I/O time for the five threaded
implementations with 4 GB of data per processor. The ratio (observed-time/I/O-time) is
on the vertical axis.

I/O boundedness
We ran our experiments in two sets. In the first set, the per-processor problem size
was 4 GB; in the second set, it was 8 GB. For a given algorithm and buffer size, we
found that the amount of data per processor was by far the most important factor
in determining run time. Given the large amount of disk I/O that each of the algorithms has to perform, this characteristic did not come as a surprise. M-columnsort,
however, was an exception to this rule. In M-columnsort, the substantial amounts
of communication and computation exceeded the I/O times by far.
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Figure 7.2: Ratio of observed running time vs. the baseline I/O time for the five threaded
implementations with 8 GB of data per processor. The ratio (observed-time/I/O-time) is
on the vertical axis.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the ratios of total running times and the baseline
I/O times for the 4-GB case and the 8-GB case, respectively. For the 4-GB case,
the maximum value for this ratio was 1.78, and the average value was 1.16. For
the 8-GB case, the maximum value was 1.5, and the average was 1.07. The maximum values, in both cases, are due to M-columnsort, which is clearly not I/O
bound.
Excluding M-columnsort, the maximum values of these ratios are 1.33
and 1.20 for the 4-GB and the 8-GB cases, respectively; the average values are 1.09
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Figure 7.3: Actual completion times, with 4 GB as the per-processor problem size. The
times are on the vertical axis, in seconds. For each of subblock columnsort, slabpose
columnsort, and M-columnsort, the figure shows completion times for four problem sizes.
For 4-pass and 3-pass columnsort, however, only problem sizes up to 32 GB were possible,
due to the problem-size restriction. The two straight lines represent the baseline I/O times
for three and four passes.

and 1.02. These average values show that, but for M-columnsort, all our implementations are fairly I/O-bound. Furthermore, the average as well as the maximum
values are lower for the 8-GB case, thus substantiating our claim that the 8-GB
case is more representative of an out-of-core scenario.
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Figure 7.4: Actual completion times, with 8 GB as the per-processor problem size. The
times are on the vertical axis, in seconds. For each of subblock columnsort, slabpose
columnsort, and M-columnsort, the figure shows completion times for four problem sizes.
For 4-pass and 3-pass columnsort, however, only problem sizes up to 32 GB were possible,
due to the problem-size restriction. The two straight lines represent the baseline I/O times
for three and four passes.

The observed running times
Figure 7.3 shows the running times of our experiments with 4 GB of data per
processor; Figure 7.4 covers the experiments with 8 GB of data per processor. Each
plotted point in the figure represents the average of multiple runs of an algorithm.
Variations in running times were relatively small (within 5%). The horizontal axis
is organized by the total amount of data, in GB, sorted across all processors.
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Due to the problem-size restriction (3.1), 4-pass columnsort and 3-pass
columnsort could not handle more than 32 GB of data. The problem-size restrictions of subblock columnsort, slabpose columnsort, and M-columnsort allowed all
the problem sizes that we could sort, given the disk-space limitations.
For the problem sizes of 16 GB and 32 GB, both slabpose columnsort and
4-pass columnsort are almost below the baseline 4-pass I/O time. It might seem
like an anomaly that an implementation takes less time than the baseline I/O time.
This difference in timings, however, is not much of an anomaly since the presented
timings are averages of multiple runs.

4-pass columnsort and 3-pass columnsort
For both the 4-GB and 8-GB cases, 3-pass columnsort runs in approximately 75%
of the time taken by 4-pass columnsort. On Sun-A and Sun-B, 3-pass columnsort
was only 5–9% faster than 4-pass columnsort, substantiating our claim that 3-pass
columnsort would show more of an improvement on recent, more I/O bound systems. Recall that in the last pass of 3-pass columnsort, there are two communicate
phases, two sort phases, one permute phase, one read phase, and one write phase.
Since 3-pass columnsort is about 25% faster than 4-pass columnsort, we can deduce that up to two communicate phases and up to three compute phases can be
hidden behind the disk I/O phases. Given that each node on Jefferson has two CPUs
and two communication channels, this deduction does not come as a surprise.

Slabpose columnsort
Slabpose columnsort performs similarly to 3-pass columnsort. The performance
of slabpose columnsort degrades as the problem size increases. The good news is
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that this degradation is less pronounced in the 8-GB case than in the 4-GB case;
we can expect that for per-processor problem sizes that are prominently out-ofcore, slabpose columnsort would scale well. Since slabpose columnsort relaxes the
problem-size restriction with almost no extra cost (it has one extra sort phase), we
expect slabpose columnsort to be the algorithm of choice for problem sizes that
3-pass columnsort cannot handle. Our experiments show that, for problem sizes
above 32 GB, slabpose columnsort is the clear winner.

Subblock columnsort
Subblock columnsort performs similarly to 4-pass columnsort. In both the 4-GB
and 8-GB cases, the performance of subblock columnsort scales well with the problem size. Hence, subblock columnsort scales slightly better than slabpose columnsort. We believe that there are two reasons for this difference in scalability. First,
for most cases (s ≥ P 2 ), the subblock pass does no communication. Second, the
first pass of slabpose columnsort has two sort phases, compared to the single sort
phase of the first pass of subblock columnsort. The scenario in which we might
consider using subblock columnsort instead of slabpose columnsort would be a
system in which I/O is much cheaper than communication and computation.

M-columnsort
For all problem sizes, and all across our experiments, M-columnsort performs the
poorest. Recall that passes 1 and 2 of M-columnsort have a total of 11 phases,
whereas pass 3 has a total of 20 phases. Each pass, however, has only two I/O
phases: the read phase and the write phase. Jefferson is not nearly as I/O bound
to hide so many communication and computation times behind disk I/O. The in-
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Figure 7.5: Ratio of observed running time vs. the lower bounds on running times for
the five threaded implementations with 4 GB of data per processor. The ratio (observedtime/lower-bound) is on the vertical axis.

creased number of phases in M-columnsort is due to the column being M records
tall, thus introducing a parallel in-core sort step in each round. For this parallel
sorting, we use an in-core parallel version of columnsort. In future, we would like
to explore a different sorting algorithm for this purpose, in particular, one that does
not have as many computation and communication phases.
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Figure 7.6: Ratio of observed running time vs. the lower bounds on running times for
the five threaded implementations with 8 GB of data per processor. The ratio (observedtime/lower-bound) is on the vertical axis.

7.3 Comparison with the lower bounds
In this section, we evaluate how well the performance of our out-of-core sorting
program matches the lower bounds on running times from Chapter 6.
For a given problem size N and a given number of processors P, we divide
the real observed running time by the lower bound for the same problem size. We
examine this ratio to evaluate how far off the real running times are.
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the ratios of real running time and the lower bounds
on running times for the 4-GB case and the 8-GB case, respectively. For the 4-GB
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case, the maximum value for this ratio was 1.21, and the average value was 1.08.
For the 8-GB case, the maximum value was 1.20, and the average was 1.04. On
average, therefore, our programs perform almost as well as the lower bounds.
We believe that the main reason for this encouraging result is that most of the
assumptions that we made in the course of our lower-bound calculation process are
true in our implementations. Of course, it is not true that there are no sequentiality
constraints on jobs. However, if all rounds are identical, if all processors have
identical job pools, and if there is at least one buffer per resource, the following
might happen: the one resource that takes the longest to complete its jobs is always
busy. If the slowest resource is always busy, it is no surprise that the total running
time is dictated by the completion time of this slow resource. Let us consider a
simple scenario in which each round has k phases, both the first and the last phases
are disk-I/O phases, and the disk is the slowest resource (so that each disk I/O
phase takes longer to complete than any of the other phases). Let Ti be the time
for a single buffer to go through the ith phase. The disk starts by reading data into
g buffers, taking a total of gT1 time. How long does it take for the first buffer to
go through the k − 2 non-I/O phases? It takes T2 + T3 + · · · + Tk−1 units of time.
Since the disk is the slowest resource, we have Ti ≤ T1 for all i, implying that
T2 + T3 + · · · + Tk−1 ≤ (k − 2)T1 . If g = k, then T2 + T3 + · · · + Tk−1 ≤ (g − 2)T1 ,
implying that by the time the disk is done reading all the g buffers, the first buffer
is ready to be written out, thereby keeping the disk busy. Note that this scenario
will continue throughout the rounds because all rounds are identical.

Chapter 8

Related Work
For a problem as fundamental as sorting, discussing all the work that might qualify
as related is beyond the scope of this thesis (Knuth [Knu98, 379–388] gives a thorough summary of the early developments in both in-core and out-of-core sorting).
In this chapter, we discuss some work that has been done in the area of out-of-core
sorting algorithms
We start by describing the two dominant paradigms of out-of-core sorting:
merging-based algorithms and partitioning-based algorithms. For each paradigm,
we first outline the major design issues and theoretical results, and then we discuss
the algorithms that actually have been implemented. Since we are targeting the
cluster architecture, the implementations that interest us the most are the ones that
are both multiprocessor and out-of-core for a cluster. We know of only three such
implementations, and we discuss them in Section 8.2.
Merging and distribution are not the only paradigms for sorting massive data
[PB93]. Radix sort is one example of a sorting algorithm that does not fit either
of these paradigms, and it has been implemented for the uniprocessor out-of-core
115
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setting [CH97].
Several papers discuss design and experimental results for parallel, but in-core,
sorting algorithms. Blelloch et al. [BLM + 98] present a novel comparison of a
parallel version of radix sort [Knu98, Section 5.2.5], bitonic sort [Bat68], and a
sample sort based on flashsort [RV83]; among their conclusions is, that sample
sort is the fastest of the three if there are a large number of keys per processor. Helman et al. [HJB98] analyze the performance of a variation of sample sort on various shared-memory machines such as the IBM SP-2-WIN and Thinking Machines
CM-5; they show that their algorithm performs well for several input distributions.
In [HBJ98], Helman et al. present a deterministic variant of the randomized algorithm of [HJB98]. They show that the deterministic algorithm performs almost as
well as the randomized one, while giving deterministic guarantees on performance
as well as memory requirements.

8.1 Merging-based algorithms
The basic idea behind the paradigm of merging is to first create sorted runs of the
input (the run formation step) and then merge these sorted runs (the merge step). In
an out-of-core setting, each sorted run is usually the size of one local memoryload:
the amount of data that can be held in the memory of one processor.

Design issues
When designing a merging-based, out-of-core, sorting algorithm, the primary challenge is to ensure good data locality in the merge step. Even in the uniprocessor
case, it is not possible to fit all the runs being merged in memory. A typical merge
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step proceeds by reading into memory a few disk blocks worth of data from each
of the runs that need to be merged. For I/O efficiency, these blocks must be evenly
distributed across the various disks, when both reading and writing. It is tricky to
predict which disk blocks are going to be needed next, because that depends on the
rate at which the various runs are being consumed to produce the output; this rate,
in turn, depends on the keys being merged and cannot be known a priori. Therefore, if implemented naively, algorithms using the merging paradigm can suffer
from I/O bottlenecks.

Theoretical work
Several researches have tackled the challenge of assigning blocks to disks. Greed
sort by Nodine and Vitter [NV95], (l, m)-merge sort by Rajasekaran [Raj01],
Sharesort by Aggrawal and Vitter [AP94], and Simple Randomized Mergesort by
Vitter and Barve [BGV96] are a few examples of merging-based, out-of-core, sorting algorithms.
Hutchinson et al. [HSV01a] define a novel duality between scheduling online
writes to parallel disks and scheduling offline prefetching read requests to parallel
disks. This duality facilitates designing out-of-core algorithms for independent
parallel disks. They apply this duality to devise two algorithms: results for online
writing translate into RCD+, a partitioning-based sorting algorithm, and results for
offline reading translate into RCM, a merging-based sorting algorithm. Vitter and
Hutchinson [VH01] use a randomized allocation scheme for parallel independent
disks to design a randomized partitioning-based sorting algorithm, RCD, a variant
of RCD+. The algorithms and the analyses in both [HSV01a, VH01] assume a
uniprocessor, multiple-disk setting.
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Zhang and Larson present some strategies for reducing I/O time during the
merge phase in external mergesort. They discuss run-time adjustment of work
space to changes in available memory, leading to a memory-adaptive merge sort
in [ZL97]. They also propose new caching and sequential read-ahead policies for
reducing I/O time during the merge phase of external mergesort in [ZL98]. Again,
a uniprocessor setting is assumed in these two papers.
Pai et al. [PSV94] explore an interesting systems aspect of external merge sort:
the tradeoff between disk parallelism and cache size. In particular, they compare
two prefetching strategies, one greedy and the other conservative, by developing
a Markov model for each. They derive a closed-form expression for the average
number of disk blocks read in one I/O operation as a function of the cache size and
the number of runs. They conclude that the conservative strategy attains slightly
more parallelism than the greedy one, for what they consider as the most reasonable
choices for the number of disks and the cache size. They also present simulation
experiments to validate their predictions.

Implementations
In the merging paradigm, the only out-of-core implementations that we know of
are the implementations of Rajasekaran’s (l, m)-merge sort [Pea99, RJ00] and
some recent implementations based on Simple Randomized Mergesort by Vitter
and Barve [BGV96, BV02, DS03]. All these implementations, though uniprocessor, are instantiations of algorithms designed for the PDM. Alphasort [NBC + 95] is
a single-processor, 2-pass algorithm that uses quicksort to generate runs and then
uses replacement selection to merge them. The experimental results are for data
that almost fits in-core (sorting 1.08 GB with 1.25 GB of main memory).
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8.2 Partitioning-based algorithms
The basic idea behind the paradigm of partitioning is to first partition the input into
k sets S1 , S2, . . . , Sk , such that each element in Si is less than or equal to all the
elements in Si+1 ; this step is known as the distribution phase. The sort phase then
produces the sorted output T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk , where Ti is the sorted version of Si . In
an out-of-core setting, k is usually equal to the number of processors in the system.
In a typical partitioning-based out-of-core sorting algorithm, after the distribution
phase, each processor has to sort its partition, and the problem reduces to external
sorting in a uniprocessor system.

Design issues
When designing a partitioning-based sorting algorithm, the principal challenge is
to ensure that the amount of data in each partition is approximately equal. If not,
the uneven partitioning leads to a poor utilization of both computing power and
I/O. A bad key distribution can foil almost any technique of obtaining an even
distribution. One obvious way to partition would be to find what are called “exact
splitters,” i.e., k − 1 partition elements such that each partition is of size N/k,
where N is the size of the input. It turns out that it is difficult to find the exact
splitters in an I/O-efficient way [Vit01]. Instead of finding exact splitters for the
entire input, most algorithms find splitters based on a sample of the input file.

Theoretical work
We discuss two generic sampling methods:
• Deterministic sampling is the method of taking the samples and finding
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the splitters in a deterministic manner. Several algorithms use this method
[AV88, BHJ96, HJB98, NV93]. These algorithms have provable bounds on
how unbalanced the sizes of the partitions can be. These methods, however,
are very complicated and quite challenging to parallelize. To date, we do not
know of any out-of-core sorting implementation for clusters that uses any of
these methods.
• Probabilistic sampling is the method of taking the samples and finding the
splitters in a randomized manner. Again, several algorithms use a probabilistic sampling method [HBJ98, DNS91, HJ97, VS94]. These algorithms tend
to be easier to implement than the deterministic ones, but they have probabilistic bounds on how uneven the sizes of the partitions can be. That is,
with high probability, the partitions are approximately load balanced. Since
the guarantees for evenly sized partitions are probabilistic, an out-of-core
sorting algorithm using these methods must have a provision for recovering
from a bad partition. To date, we do not know of any out-of-core sorting
implementation for clusters that uses any of these methods.

Implementations
Since there is a wide gap between theory and practical implementations in the field
of out-of-core sorting on a cluster, it is appropriate to discuss the implementations
that currently exist. Jim Gray maintains the sorting benchmark webpage [Gra]
that keeps track of current sorting records of various kinds. Some of these sorting
programs, like HPVM Minutesort, are in-core: the size N of the input file is no
more than the size M of memory. In some case, they are almost in-core; N ≤ 2M.
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Others target either a shared-memory system (Ordinal Nsort) or a uniprocessor
system (Alphasort [NBC+ 95]). Some of the sorting implementations discussed in
[Gra] (SPSort, for example) are custom-engineered for the benchmarks.

Randomized, partitioning-based, out-of-core sorting on a cluster
One might think that a randomized partitioning-based algorithm like the one in
[DNS91] is ideal for sorting out-of-core data on distributed-memory clusters. Below, we discuss the stages of a typical partitioning-based algorithm, along with the
main issues in adapting each stage to an out-of-core setting of distributed-memory
clusters:
• Find the partitioning elements. In most cases, each processor selects a
random sample of its data, and the partitioning elements are decided by sorting the set of the samples of all the processors [DNS91, HJ97]. The sorting
of this set is most often serialized and takes place on one processor, which
then broadcasts the P − 1 partitioning elements l 1 , l2 , . . . , l P−1 to all processors. This step, therefore, consists of two rounds of communication (sending
samples to one processor and the broadcast of the partitioning elements) and
requires less than a full pass, since no records are written to the disks and
perhaps not even all records need to be read.
• Distribute the data. All N records are distributed among the P processors
as follows. Letting l0 = −∞ and l P = ∞, then for i = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1,
processor i gets all elements with keys m such that l i < m ≤ li+1 . This
step proceeds on each processor in several phases, where each phase has two
steps. First, each processor reads in a memoryload of data, divides it into
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P groups, one per processor, and then sends each group to the appropriate
processor. Next, each processor writes out the data that it received. None of
the phases are guaranteed to be load balanced. In other words, almost all the
records in a phase can belong to one single processor, leading to unbalanced
communication and unbalanced I/O, the latter being more costly. Note that
this imbalance within individual phases can exist even if the partitioning
elements divide the entire data into approximately equal-sized partitions.
• Locally sort each partition. After the distribution stage, there is no guarantee that the partitions are equal in size. Since any load balancing requires
each partition to be sorted, the total time for this step is dictated by the time
to sort the largest partition. Each processor then locally sorts its partition using an out-of-core sorting method of choice, which takes at least two passes
due to the data being out-of-core. Depending on the sorting method in use,
however, one may combine the step of distributing the data and the first pass
of sorting each partition into a single pass. The succeeding out-of-core local
sorting passes remain.
• Produce output that is sorted, load-balanced, and striped across all the
disks. Even if all the partitions are equal in size, the output so far is sorted
in processor-major order. Since our goal is to produce output that is striped
across all the disks, load balanced and with the striping unit being any desired size, an additional pass is needed.
We claim that any partitioning-based algorithm that produces striped output
on a distributed-memory cluster needs to make at least three passes over the data:
one for distribution, at least one for local sorting, and one for load balancing and
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striping. Our programs, though restricted in the maximum problem size, require at
most four passes over the data. Our programs have predictable worst-case performance, however, and they make no assumptions about the input keys. Curiously,
our upper bound of four passes is better than the ω(1)-pass lower bound for the
multiheaded, single-disk model proven by Aggarwal and Vitter [AV88], which is
at least as strong a model as the PDM. Our upper bound is achieved at the cost of
the problem-size restriction.

8.3 Out-of-core sorting on a cluster: Existing implementations
We know of three implementations of out-of-core sorting on a cluster. They are all
distribution-based. Neither deals with the main challenge of a distribution-based
sort: obtaining perfectly load-balanced partitions. Two of the three implementations, NOW-Sort [ADADC+ 97] and [CIR98], assume that keys are uniformly distributed, and the other [Gra90] assumes that the exact splitters are known a priori.
Neither of these implementations produces output in PDM order.

Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarize the key contributions of this thesis and discuss future
work.
We have explored the paradigm of oblivious algorithms for sorting out-ofcore data on distributed-memory clusters. In marked contrast to the two dominant paradigms of merging and partitioning, both of which have unpredictable I/O
and communication patterns, we offer this third paradigm. With the paradigm of
oblivious algorithms, we have achieved our goal: robust out-of-core sorting on a
distributed-memory cluster using off-the-shelf software. An oblivious algorithm in
an out-of-core setting leads to predetermined I/O and communication patterns, allowing excellent opportunity for both planning and achieving good overlap among
I/O, communication, and computation. Using this paradigm, we have designed and
implemented several algorithms that sort out-of-core data on clusters.
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9.1 Key contributions
Here, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis:
• As a first milestone, we present three out-of-core sorting programs [CC02,
CCW01] for distributed-memory clusters: non-threaded 4-pass columnsort,
4-pass columnsort, and 3-pass columnsort. Each of these three programs is
based on Leighton’s columnsort [Lei85], an oblivious sorting algorithm. In
non-threaded 4-pass columnsort, we find that the oblivious nature of columnsort does indeed allow us to adapt it to a robust out-of-core implementation,
generating I/O and communication patterns that are predetermined, regular,
and balanced across all processors and disks. As an encouraging first result,
on Sun-A and Sun-B, we found non-threaded 4-pass columnsort to be competitive with NOW-Sort [CCW01]. In 4-pass columnsort, we redesign our
implementation to use threads; this modification reduces the running time
to approximately half of the non-threaded version, apart from making the
code much cleaner. The 3-pass columnsort implementation is a result of algorithmic design and engineering toward combining the last two passes into
a single pass, an improvement that decreases the running time by as much
as 25%.
Our preliminary implementations suffer from a restriction on the maximum
problem size that they can sort. Columnsort is an 8-step algorithm that sorts N
records arranged as an r × s mesh, where N = r s, subject to the divisibility
restriction and the height restriction. The problem size restriction is a combined
artifact of the height restriction (r ≥ 2s 2 ) and the height interpretation (r = M/P).
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The height restriction is due the underlying algorithm. The height interpretation, on
the other hand, is a result of our adaptation of columnsort to an out-of-core setting.
The next items in the list of contributions summarize the results of our efforts
toward relaxing this restriction by employing theoretical as well as engineering
techniques.
• Subblock columnsort and slabpose columnsort are results of new theoretical ideas. Subblock columnsort adds two steps to the original columnsort
algorithm, whereas slabpose columnsort is an entirely new oblivious algorithm that we designed specifically for the out-of-core setting. Both subblock columnsort and slabpose columnsort relax the problem-size restriction. In the course of our theoretical work, we also show that the divisibility
restriction in the original columnsort algorithm is unnecessary.
• The implementations of M-columnsort (where we set r = M), subblock
columnsort, and slabpose columnsort result from carefully engineering these
algorithms into the already robust and efficient implementation of 3-pass
columnsort. The main engineering challenge of subblock columnsort was to
find a permutation that has the desired properties mentioned in Section 4.1.
For slabpose columnsort, the tricky engineering part was to figure out a 3pass implementation of the 10-step algorithm.
• We present experimental results for M-columnsort, subblock columnsort and
slabpose columnsort. Subblock columnsort, with its 4 passes, runs as fast as
4-pass columnsort. On Jefferson, M-columnsort is much slower than all the
other implementations, since it incurs substantial amounts of communication
and additional computation when compared to 3-pass columnsort. Experi-
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mental evidence on Jefferson shows that, as expected, the relaxed problemsize restriction of slabpose columnsort comes at almost no loss in performance: slabpose columnsort runs nearly as fast as 3-pass columnsort.
• Our implementations have several robustness properties. They use only standard, off-the-shelf software: MPI [SOHL + 98, GHLL+ 98] for communication and UNIX file system calls for I/O. There are no assumptions required
about the keys. To the best of our knowledge, our implementations are the
first to sort out-of-core data on a distributed-memory cluster without making
any assumptions about the input keys. We parallelize all disk I/O operations
across all the disks in the cluster. The output appears in the standard striped
ordering used by the Parallel Disk Model (PDM). To the best of our knowledge, our programs are the first multiprocessor sorting algorithms whose
output is in striped PDM order.

9.2 Future work
We envision the following directions for extending the work of this thesis:
• We intend to implement an adaptive version of slabpose columnsort. Our
current implementation sets the parameter k to be P. As mentioned in Section 5.1, columnsort is a special case of slabpose columnsort; setting k = 1
√
in slabpose columnsort leads to columnsort. Moreover, setting k = s in
slabpose columnsort leads to an algorithm that has a problem-size restriction
identical to that of subblock columnsort. Our hope is to have one single implementation of slabpose columnsort that sets the value of k depending on the
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input parameters, thereby sparing the user the need to choose between 3-pass
columnsort, slabpose columnsort, and subblock columnsort. The main chal√
lenge of this approach is to engineer slabpose columnsort with k = s so
that the resulting implementation performs no worse than subblock columnsort.
• All our implementations make at least three passes over the data. We plan
to investigate the possibility of a two-pass algorithm. Ideally, we would like
to implement a two-pass out-of-core algorithm that sorts data in an oblivious
manner, or we would like to determine an upper bound on how much data
such an algorithm can sort.
• In this thesis, we present no comparisons of our later implementations with
sorting implementations from the two dominant paradigms of merging and
distribution. In the case of the merging paradigm, no multiprocessor implementation exists. For the distribution paradigm, the existing implementations assume uniformly distributed data. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to compare the performance of columnsort with that of a distributionbased sorting algorithm, on a given experimental testbed. We intend to
implement a distribution-based algorithm that sorts out-of-core data. This
implementation will not make any assumptions about the keys for correctness, though it may rely on certain such assumptions for performance. Some
challenges of building such an implementation would be to handle the unpredictable I/O and communication patterns, produce load-balanced as well
as striped output, and select an appropriate sampling method.
• We would like to investigate extensions of the paradigm of oblivious algo-
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rithms to solve problems related to sorting. Such problems include incorporating prior information about the data, producing the first few elements
of the output quickly, and approximately sorting the data according to some
measure of approximation.
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Appendix A

Appendix
A.1 Parallel Disk Model
This section describes a model for parallel I/O, which is based on the Parallel Disk
Model [VS94]. This model lays out data on multiple disks in a specific manner,
which is the output order produced by our implementations.
In the Parallel Disk Model, or PDM, N records are stored on D disks
D0 , D1 , . . . D D−1 , with N/D records stored on each disk. A record is a contiguous sequence of bytes. The records on each disk are partitioned into blocks of B
records each. Any disk access (read or write) transfers an entire block of records
between the disks and an M-record memory. The PDM lays out data on a parallel
disk system as shown in Figure A.1. A stripe consists of the D blocks at the same
location on all D disks.
We assess the I/O efficiency of a PDM algorithm by the number of parallel
I/O operations it requires. Each parallel I/O operation transfers up to D blocks
between the disks and memory, with at most one block transferred per disk, for a
141
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total of up to B D records transferred. When records are stored in PDM order, we
can access them, in order, B D records at a time. With other orderings, we cannot
access the records both in order and B D at a time.
Since each parallel I/O operation accesses at most B D records, any algorithm
that must access all N records requires (N/B D) parallel I/Os, and so O(N/B D)
parallel I/Os is the analogue of linear time in sequential computing. A pass consists of reading each record once, doing some computation, and writing it back to
disk, with a cost of 2N/B D parallel I/O operations. Vitter and Shriver showed


lg(N/B)
an asymptotically tight bound of 2 BND lg(M/B)
parallel I/Os for sorting. Several
asymptotically optimal sorting algorithms for the PDM have appeared in the literature; see Vitter’s survey of external-memory algorithms [Vit01] for references.
Few of these algorithms have been implemented, however, for one of two reasons.
Some of these algorithms, though asymptotically optimal, have relatively large
constant factors. Others are so intricate that they are too difficult to implement.
We make some additional assumptions for our implementation of out-of-core
sorting on a cluster:
• Each record contains a key embedded at a fixed offset within the record.
• There are P processors P0 , P1 , . . . P P−1 that communicate via a network.
• The D disks and the M-record memory are evenly partitioned among the P
processors. Each processor can hold M/P records in its memory, and each
processor accesses D/P disks.
• We require that B D ≤ M/P, so that each processor’s memory can hold the
contents of one block from each disk, and we also require that M < N so
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Figure A.1: The layout of N = 64 records in a parallel disk system with P = 4, B = 2,
and D = 8. Each box represents one block. The number of stripes is N /B D = 4.
Numbers indicate record indices.

that the problem is out-of-core.
• In the case of a cluster architecture, it is difficult to characterize optimum I/O
complexity in terms of number of parallel I/O operations on D disks. In our
implementations, we assume the following analog of parallel I/O. First, the
I/O operations must be evenly distributed across the P processors. Second,
the reads and writes on each processor’s disks must be parallel, and hence
evenly distributed across the D/P disks of that processor.
Our implementations are not designed to be PDM algorithms, although they
produce output that is laid out in the PDM order of Figure A.1. Producing output
in PDM order enables our implementations to be used as subroutines in out-of-core
applications that rely on PDM ordering.

A.2 Subblock permutation and the subblock property
This section presents the general version of the proofs presented in Section 4.1,
where we assume that all parameters are powers of 2. In our implementation, we
do not assume all parameters to be powers of 2. We do assume, however, that the
√
greater of the two values P and s is an integer multiple of the other. We prove
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that the subblock permutation has the following four properties:
1. It is a permutation. In other words, no two distinct elements map to the same
position in the target mesh.
2. It has the subblock property, i.e., any two distinct elements in the same
source subblock map to two different column numbers.
√
3. In the communicate phase of each round, each processor sends only dP/ se
messages.
4. When

√
√
s ≥ P, so that dP/ se = 1, the one message is always destined

for the sending processor, and therefore no communication over the network
occurs.
To prove these four properties, we will refer to the algebraic version of subblock permutation, which maps the (i, j) entry to position (i 0 , j 0 ), where




r
i
√ + √
,
s
s

(A.1)

√
√ √
s + (i mod s) s .

(A.2)

j
i = √
s
0

j 0 = j mod



For the rest of the discussion, let (i 10 , j10 ) be the target entry of (i 1 , j1 ), and let
(i 20 , j20 ) be the target entry of (i 2 , j2 ). Therefore,

j10 = j1 mod

√
√ √
s + (i 1 mod s) s ,

j20 = j2 mod

√
√ √
s + (i 2 mod s) s ,
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r
i1
,
=
√ + √
s
s




j2
r
i2
0
i2 = √ √ + √
.
s
s
s

i 10



j1
√
s



Proof of property 1
We first show that the subblock permutation maps each mesh element to a valid
entry of the mesh. Then, we show that if two elements map to the same position in
the target mesh, then the two source elements are not distinct.
Given that 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and 0 ≤ j ≤ s − 1, it follows from equation (A.1)
that
√
√
√
i 0 ≤ ( s − 1)r/ s + (r/ s − 1)
√ √
= r/ s( s − 2)

< r,

so that 0 ≤ i 0 < r. Also, it follows from equation (A.2) that
j 0 ≤ (s − 1) mod

√
√ √
s + ((r − 1) mod s) s

√
√
√
≤ ( s − 1) + ( s − 1) s

√
√
= ( s − 1)(1 + s)
= s−1≤s ,

and so 0 ≤ j 0 < s. Therefore, for all (i, j ), the target entry (i 0 , j 0 ) is a valid entry
of the mesh.
Now, we show that if j10 = j20 and i 10 = i 20 , then j1 = j2 and i 1 = i 2 . Because
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j10 = j20 , we have
j1 mod

√

s + (i 1 mod

√ √
√
√ √
s) s = j2 mod s + (i 2 mod s) s ,

which in turn implies

( j1 − j2 ) mod

√
√
√ √
s = (i 2 mod s − i 1 mod s) s .

√
The right-hand side of the above equation is a multiple of s, whereas the left√
hand side is at most s, implying that both sides are equal to 0, which in turn
√
√
implies that j1 = j2 and i 2 mod s = i 1 mod s. Also, since i 10 = i 20 , we have


j1
√
s



 




r
j2
r
i1
i2
√ + √ = √ √ + √ .
s
s
s
s
s

Since j1 = j2 , the equation reduces to


i1
√
s






i2
= √ ,
s

which in turn implies that i 1 = i 2 , since i 2 mod

√
√
s = i 1 mod s.

Proof of property 2
We prove property 2 by showing its contrapositive: if j 10 = j20 , then the two distinct
entries (i 1 , j1 ) and (i 2 , j2 ) do not belong to the same source subblock. In other
words, any two entries that map to the same destination column come from two
distinct source subblocks.
While proving property 1, we saw that j 10 = j20 implies j1 = j2 and
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√
s. Since j1 = j2, the two entries (i 1 , j1 ) and (i 2 , j2) belong
√
√
to the same source column. Also, since i 2 mod s = i 1 mod s, either i 1 = i 2

i 2 mod

√
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s = i 1 mod

(in which case the two entries are not distinct) or the row indices i 1 and i 2 are at
√
least s rows apart, implying that they belong to two different source subblocks.
√
√
(Recall that each subblock is a contiguous set of s rows and s columns).

Proof of property 3 and property 4
To prove property 3, we will first argue that for any column, say column j, there
√
√
are s unique destination columns, each pair of which differs by a multiple of s.
√
Then, we will show that there can be at most dP/ se unique processors that col√
lectively own these s columns, proving property 4 along the way.
√
Given that, within a given column j, two row indices that are s rows apart
√
map to the same destination column, there are exactly s unique destination
√
columns for any given source column. Furthermore, these s unique columns
√
are characterized by the destination columns of row indices 0, 1, . . . , s − 1.
√
From equation (A.2), the s unique destination columns for source column j are
√
√
√
√
√
k + 0, k + s, k + 2 s, . . . , k + ( s − 1) s, where k = j mod s.
Now, let us examine the sequence of processors that own these destination
columns. We will refer to these processors as the destination processors. Recall
that processor j mod P owns column j. Therefore, the destination processors are
√
√
√
k mod P, (k + s) mod P, . . . , (k + ( s − 1) s) mod P. We claim that the
√
number of unique values in this sequence of destination processors is dP/ se. We
consider two cases:
• If

√
√
s ≥ P, we can say that s = a P, for some a ≥ 0. The destination pro-
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√
cessors, then, are k mod P, (k +a P) mod P, . . . , (k +( s −1)a P) mod P,
each of which is the same as k mod P. That is, all destination columns
map to a single processor. Note that this single destination processor is
k mod P = ( j mod a P) mod P, which is the same as j mod P, the sending
processor, thus proving property 4.
√
√
s, we can say that P = b s, for some b > 1. In the sequence,
√
√
√
k mod P, (k + s) mod P, . . . , (k + ( s − 1) s) mod P, any two values
√
that are b entries apart are identical: l mod P = (l + b s) mod P, since
√
(l + b s) mod P = (l + P) mod P = l mod P. Consequently, there are at
√
most b = dP/ se unique entries.

• If P >

Therefore, the maximum number of processors that own these destination
√
√
columns is dP/ se. In other words, each processor needs to send at most dP/ se
messages, one to each destination processor, in any given communication round.

A.3 Symmetry in the optimal schedule
This section justifies the symmetric-processors assumption of Section 6.3.1. We
argue that, assuming homogeneous processors with identical job sets, there always
exists an optimal schedule of jobs that is also symmetric across processors. We
will proceed by showing that any asymmetric schedule can be transformed into a
symmetric schedule, where the new schedule takes no longer to complete than the
old one.
Let S be an asymmetric schedule that takes B amount of time to complete. We
define Si to be the schedule of Pi , and Bi to be the time taken by Pi to complete
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its set of jobs, implying that B = max i {Bi } over all i. Since S is asymmetric, there
exists at least one processor whose schedule differs from S 1 , the schedule of P1 .
Without loss of generality, let this processor be P 2 . Recall that the schedule of each
processor is a sequence of all of the jobs in the job set of that processor, where this
sequence obeys the given sequentiality constraints and the resource constraints.
First, we note that for any i, we have Bi ≤ B, implying that B1 ≤ B and
B2 ≤ B. Since the job sets of both P1 and P2 are the same, the sequentiality constraints and the resource constraints will still be satisfied if we modify the schedule
of P2 to be S1 , thus implying that B2 now becomes equal to B1 . This modification
can not increase the value of B because B1 ≤ B. We keep repeating this step of
changing the schedule of a processor to S 1 for as long as the resulting schedule
is still asymmetric. After at most P − 1 such modification steps, we will have a
symmetric schedule that completes in B 1 ≤ B units of time.

